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                                             Foreword 

 

On behalf of the Department of Bioengineering, I am happy to present the second issue of the tenth 

volume of the UIC Bioengineering Student Journal. This journal continues to strive to provide 

both graduate and undergraduate students an opportunity to gain experience writing research 

articles for an academic publication. This is a great opportunity for students to take the knowledge 

and skills learned in their coursework and research and apply it to write a paper relevant to the 

field of bioengineering. Students who participate in this student-led journal go through a rigorous 

review process in which students receive multiple peer-reviews and go through several rounds of 

editing until receiving final approval from the editorial board. As a result, students can improve 

their technical writing skills as well as their intercommunication skills, which will benefit them in 

their future careers. 

 

I would like to thank our Faculty Advisor, Dr. Magin for his continuous support in helping us 

organize and further develop the journal. Also, I would like to thank our Department Head 

Dr. Royston for continually supporting the journal’s financial and logistical needs and allowing us 

to host release parties every year. Lastly, I would like to thank and congratulate the authors, 

reviewers, and editors who consistently put their best effort forward to contribute to the completion 

and success of both issues of this year’s journal even in this unprecedented time. 

 

Anupriya Mathews 

Editor-In-Chief 
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Editor-In-Chief 
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THE CURRENT DETECTION METHODS OF OVARIAN CANCER IN 

RADIOLOGY 
Ritu Shah  

rshah209@uic.edu 

Abstract 
According to the American Cancer Society, ovarian cancer accounts for over 22,000 deaths per year in the 

United States of America, and over 125,000 worldwide, making it the most lethal gynecologic malignancy. 

The low cure percentage is predominantly due to late diagnosis and consequent tumor dissemination. There 

are two diagnostic challenges when an ovarian mass is detected. The initial challenge is the detection of 

ovarian malignancy and the second challenge is the evaluation of tumor dissemination. Because a majority 

of ovarian masses are non-neoplastic cysts, diagnostic studies that allow accurate diagnosis is important to 

avoid unnecessary surgical procedures. Hence it is important to detect and evaluate ovarian cancer 

accurately and efficiently. This paper will examine the anatomy of ovaries, the different types of ovarian 

cancers, the roles of various radiological methods currently used to detect ovarian cancer, and future 

perspectives on how Artificial Intelligence could speed up the process of detection.  

 

Keywords: Ovarian Cancer, Single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), Positron emission 

tomography (PET), Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), Ultrasound, Artificial Intelligence 

 

1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Ovary Anatomy and Function 

Ovaries are a vital organ in the female reproductive 

system like balancing hormones and producing eggs. 

The ovary is composed of germ cells and somatic cells. 

The interactions dictate the formation of oocyte-

containing follicles, development oocytes and somatic 

cells, ovulation, and formation of the corpus luteum 

which help women maintain pregnancy. 

Many events in the adult ovary are controlled by two 

hormones, follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and 

luteinizing hormone (LH), secreted from the anterior 

pituitary gland under the control of pulses of 

gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) from the 

hypothalamus (Figure 1) [9]. These hormones play a 

role in the menstrual cycle, enhancing follicle growth, 

ovulation, and the formation of the corpus luteum.  

The ovary has a key role in ensuring the timely release 

of fertilizable oocytes and the maintenance of luteal 

cell function, a necessity for pregnancy, by directing 

feedback mechanisms to the hypothalamus and 

pituitary gland in the brain (Figure 1).  

 

 

Figure 1. The role of the ovary in the reproductive system of 

women [2]. 

 

 

1.2 Ovarian Disorders  
 

Ovarian cancer accounts for only 3 percent of cancers 

in women and is the fifth most common cause of 

cancer death in women [10]. In 2018, The American 

Cancer Society predicted there would be 

approximately 22,240 new cases of ovarian cancer 

diagnosed and 14,070 ovarian cancer deaths in the 

United States [10]. Ovarian cancer tends to develop 

from three kinds of tissue: approximately 85 to 95 

percent from epithelial cells 5 to 8 percent from 

stromal cells, and 3 to 5 percent from germ cells [10]. 

These tissues begin from tumors that can be benign or 

malignant. Benign tumors cause very little harm 

compared to malignant tumors which are also called 

cancerous. Malignant tumors convert from benign 

once they have the capability to grow and spread to 

other organs forming cancerous structures or 

carcinomas. Epithelial, Stromal, and Germ cell are the 

various types of ovarian cancers.  

 

1.3 Epithelial Ovarian Cancer 
 

Epithelial cancer is most common in patients older 

than 50 years with at least 22,000 people who develop 

ovarian cancer worldwide [10]. 15 percent of 

epithelial cell ovarian cancers are borderline or have 

low malignant potential, with at least a 10-year 

survival period for 99 percent of patients who have had 

stage I ovarian cancer [10]. Epithelial ovarian cancers 

are further classified into Serous, Endometrioid, and 

Mucinous. Serous ovarian cancer contributes to 40 

percent of all ovarian cancers [10]. Hence is the most 
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common classified ovarian cancer (Figure 2). 

Endometrioid ovarian cancer contributes to 20 percent 

of all ovarian cancers. Of which, 15 percent of 

endometrioid carcinomas coexist with endometriosis 

and 40 percent are bilateral, affecting both sides [10]. 

Mucinous ovarian cancer contributes to 25 percent of 

all ovarian cancers. This type of cancer can occur in 

association with endometriosis [10].  

 

  
Figure 2. Serous epithelial ovarian tumors [10]. 

 

1.4 Stromal Ovarian Cancer 
 

Stromal ovarian cancer contributes to 5 to 8 percent of 

all ovarian cancer types [10]. This type of cancer is 

derived from the sex cord of embryonic gonads. 

Granulosa-theca and Sertoli-Leydig are the further 

classifications of Stromal ovarian cancers. Granulosa-

theca occurs in females of widespread age ranges and 

may produce precocious sexual development in 

prepubertal females. This type of cancer often can be 

associated with endometrial hyperplasia, cystic 

disease of the breast, and endometrial carcinoma in 

adults [10]. Sertoli-Leydig (Androblastomas) is 

common in adolescence, maybe masculinizing, which 

may block normal female sexual development [10].  

 

1.5 Germ Cell Ovarian Cancer 
 

Germ Cell Ovarian cancer contributes 3 to 5 percent 

of all ovarian cancer for children and adults between 

20 – 30 years of age [10]. This type of cancer is highly 

malignant and usually unilateral, affects only one 

ovary. Germ cell ovarian cancer is further classified 

into Endodermal Sinus Tumor, Embryonal 

Extraembryonic, and Mature. Endodermal sinus tumor 

is the most common germ cell ovarian cancer in 

children and usually larger than 15 cm in diameter 

with the median age of patients being 18 years of age 

of which one-third of are premenarchal, before the 

onset of mensuration [10]. Embryonal (multipotential) 

Extraembryonic yolk sac carcinoma is much rare and 

is further classified into Primitive, Somatic, 

Trophoblast and Undifferentiated. Primitive is type of 

embryonal carcinoma is highly malignant and can 

cause precocious puberty. Undifferentiated 

carcinomas are the most common type of malignant 

germ cell ovarian cancer where, 10 to 20 percent are 

bilateral and radiosensitive [10]. Mature tumors are 

mostly benign cysts but can metastasis the ovaries and 

can further be referred to as Krukenberg tumors. 5 

percent of these tumors can be served from breast or 

gastrointestinal sites and often turn malignant [10].  

 

2. Traditional Detection Methods  
 

2.1 Symptoms  

 

Epithelial ovarian cancer is usually advanced quickly 

and tumor is often disseminated by the time it is 

diagnosed because the early stages of the disease have 

no obvious symptoms. The most common sign of the 

advanced disease is swelling of the abdomen caused 

by cysts. However, in some cases, women experience 

persistent, nonspecific symptoms in the months before 

diagnosis, including back pain, abdominal distension, 

pelvic or abdominal pain, difficulty eating or feeling 

full quickly, vomiting, indigestion, altered bowel 

habits, or urinary urgency or frequency. Women who 

have non-epithelial tumors, less common but 

significantly harder to diagnose, are often present with 

more specific early signs, including irregular vaginal 

bleeding. Additionally, sex cord‐stromal tumors, such 

as Granulosa-theca and Sertoli-Leydig, often produce 

sex hormones that may affect menstruation and/or 

cause male physical characteristics, such as a deep 

voice or body hair which aid in the detection of 

advanced ovarian cancers. Although ovarian cancer is 

hard to detect, and most women find out much later 

since there are very few screening methods for 

detection [1].  

2.2 Screening  

Currently, there is no recommended screening test for 

ovarian cancer, although large‐scale randomized 

clinical studies to identify effective screening 

modalities are an ongoing solution to the detection of 

ovarian cancer [1]. Ovarian cancer screening trial 

assesses ovarian cancer with the use of transvaginal 

ultrasound (TVU), sonography, and a fixed cut‐point 

(≥ 35 U/mL) in the tumor marker cancer antigen 125 

(CA 125) for early detection [13]. Although these 

primary screening methods are available studies show 

low screening rates. The primary reasons for this are  

● Debates whether screening of ovarian cancer 

is beneficial in early detection of ovarian 

cancer 
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● Screening for ovarian cancer in the general 

population without adequate evidence can 

often cause more harm than good, since 

surgical interventions in women without 

ovarian cancer is often required.  

● Procedures for screening are often costly.  

● A vast population often do not have access to 

these available options 

Most women only get screening done after they 

experience severe symptoms. Once screening detects 

any suspicious lesions various imaging detection 

techniques are used to aid the diagnosis of ovarian 

cancers. 

3. Imaging Techniques 
 

Although, there are not many screening methods 

available in the detection of ovarian cancer there are 

various imaging techniques that are used to identify 

cancers after the onset of carcinomas. Some of these 

techniques are preferred based on specificity and 

sensitivity percentages. They are also preferred based 

on the invasiveness of the imaging technique and the 

cost. The most common of these imaging techniques 

are Ultrasound, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), 

Computed Tomography (CT), and Positron Emission 

Tomography (PET). 

 
Table 1: This is a summary of various imaging techniques 

used in the detection of ovarian cancers based on specificity 

and sensitivity [10]. 

 

Type Sensitivity 

(%) 

Specificity 

(%) 

Use 

TVU 86 91 This technique is used 

after Transvaginal 

Ultrasound (TVU) for 

fine detection and 

characterization of 

adnexal masses. 

MRI 91 88 Used of further 

delineation of 

indeterminate masses on 

TUS. 

CT 

 

90 75 Used for preoperative 

treatment and follow-ups. 

PET 67 79 Used for evaluation of 

metastases, and detection 

of cancer antigens in 

known ovarian cancers, 

for example recurrences.  

 

3.1 Ultrasound 
 

Transvaginal Ultrasound (TVU) or Doppler 

Transvaginal Ultrasonography (DTU) are the first step 

detection method for women with ovarian cancers as 

an initial evaluation of adnexal masses. Adnexal mass 

is a growth that occurs in or near the uterus, ovaries, 

Fallopian tubes and connecting tissues [6]. Since it is 

easily accessible to women with abnormal symptoms 

during their physical examination but is non-ionizing. 

Non-ionizing medical imaging methods are usually 

preferred since they cause minimal harm to living 

tissues compared to ionizing imaging techniques 

which cause chemical changes in the body by breaking 

chemical bonds that can often lead to mutations in the 

genetic information of the cell. To image in the tissue 

Both TVU and DTU use probes with maximal 

frequencies ranging 2 to 8 MHz [8]. These probes send 

sound waves through the body that hit a boundary. 

Different tissues and bones let different amount of 

sound pass through. This difference in sound waves 

reflected, is picked up by the probe that is recorded by 

the machine.  

 

Features suggestive of cancer in these techniques 

include complexity with solid and cystic areas, 

extramural fluid, echogenicity, wall thickening, septa, 

and papillary projections. Smooth-walled and 

sonolucent masses are usually benign. Malignant 

lesions may display an increased number and 

tortuosity of vessels on Doppler evaluation [1]. If TVU 

or DTU reveals suspicious properties, magnetic 

resonance imaging may be useful for further 

evaluation.  

 

Figure 3 shows an image from TVU that is commonly 

used as a first step to detection of ovarian cancer. The 

next step is the measurement of metabolic activity that 

is performed using a doppler, in this case a DTU seen 

in Figure 4.  

 

 
Figure 3. This is an image of a TVU mass in the right ovary 

shown with an arrow [1]. 
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Figure 4. This is a DTU image of stromal cancer [6]. 

 

Although TVUs have a very high specificity of 91 

percent and a sensitivity of 86 percent, they often are 

only used as a first measure (Table 1). Since other 

imaging modalities provide a larger field of view, have 

a shorter image acquisition time, and can be used while 

performing surgeries.  

 

3.3 MRI 
 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), also known as 

nuclear magnetic resonance imaging (NMRI), is a 

scanning technique for creating detailed images of the 

human body. There are many forms of MRI, diffusion 

MRI, and functional MRI (fMRI) are two of the most 

common types. fMRI measures the metabolic function 

compared to MRI which just measure the anatomical 

structure.  

 

In this technique the human body aligns to the 

magnetic field due to the hydrogen protons found in 

the human body in the form of water. An MRI scanner 

applies a very strong magnetic field of about 0.2 to 3 

Teslas which aligns the proton spins [12]. This 

alignment (or magnetization) is next perturbed or 

disrupted by the introduction of an external Radio 

Frequency (RF) energy. The scanner also produces a 

radio frequency current that creates a varying 

magnetic field. The protons absorb the energy from the 

magnetic field and flip their spins. When the field is 

turned off, the protons gradually return to their normal 

spin, a process called precession. The return process 

produces a radio signal that can be measured by 

receivers in the scanner and made into an image. When 

the nuclei return to their resting alignment through 

various relaxation processes and in so doing emit RF 

energy. After a certain period following the initial RF, 

the emitted signals are measured.  

 

Fourier transformation is used to convert the 

frequency information contained in the signal from 

each location in the image plane to corresponding 

intensity levels, which are then displayed as shades of 

gray in a matrix arrangement of pixels [12]. By 

varying the sequence of RF pulses applied and 

collected, different types of images are created. 

Repetition Time (TR) is the amount of time between 

successive pulse sequences applied to the same slice. 

Time to Echo (TE) is the time between the delivery of 

the RF pulse and the receipt of the echo signal. Tissue 

can be characterized by two different relaxation times 

– T1 and T2. T1 (longitudinal relaxation time) is the 

time constant which determines the rate at which 

excited protons return to equilibrium. This a measure 

of the time taken for spinning protons to realign with 

the external magnetic field. T2 (transverse relaxation 

time) is the time constant which determines the rate at 

which excited protons reach equilibrium or go out of 

phase with each other [12]. This also measures the 

time taken for spinning protons to lose phase 

coherence among the nuclei spinning perpendicular to 

the main field.  

 

Women who clinically have a low risk of malignancy 

but have indeterminate lesions on ultrasound are the 

ones most likely to benefit from MRI. MRI is useful 

for definitively diagnosing many common benign 

adnexal lesions [4]. MRI is often helpful in visualizing 

the normal ovary and confirming the extraovarian 

nature of the lesion and better characterizes 

indeterminate adnexal lesions seen on ultrasound. A 

meta-analysis evaluating the incremental value of a 

second test for an indeterminate adnexal mass detected 

on gray-scale ultrasound determined that MRI with 

contrast administration or fMRI provided the highest 

posttest probability of ovarian cancer when compared 

with CT, Doppler ultrasound, or MRI without contrast 

administration [7]. MRI is a valuable in characterizing 

a complex cystic ovarian mass as an endometrioma 

and may detect signs of relatively rare malignant 

degeneration within it.  

 

In Epithelial Ovarian Tumors MRI features of high-

grade malignancies are predominantly cystic lesions 

with solid components, such as septate, mural nodules, 

and papillary projections. Cystic extraovarian lesions 

include peritoneal inclusion cysts, paratubal cysts, and 

hydrosalpinx [4]. The primary criteria for diagnosis of 

malignancy are large solid component, wall thickness, 

septal thickness and/or nodularity, and necrosis. Solid-

appearing adnexal lesions include dermoids, 

exophytic uterine and broad ligament fibroids, and 

ovarian fibrothecoma.  

 

Although most tumors can be identified, Borderline 

tumors are rarely diagnosed preoperatively because  
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they lack diagnostic imaging features that distinguish 

them from benign or early malignant epithelial tumors. 

On MRI, borderline tumors are predominantly cystic, 

with fluid ranging in T1 and T2 signal because of 

varying concentrations of protein and mucin. The 

diagnosis can be suggested based on these features in 

a younger patient with normal or only mildly elevated 

CA-125 levels [4]. MRIs typically help find cysts, 

mass, and tumors.  

 

For example, Peritoneal inclusion cysts arise from 

pelvic adhesions that result from prior infections, 

surgery, or endometriosis. Fluid that is normally 

produced by the ovaries is trapped by the surrounding 

adhesions resulting in T1-hypointense and T2-

hyperintense collections with thick or thin septations 

[4]. Hypo and Hyper refer to the shaded region of 

either T1 or T2 compared to other regions. Hypo 

meaning lighter and hyper meaning darker compared 

to other regions. Paratubal cysts are common 

developmental variants arising from duct remnants in 

the broad ligament [4]. On MRI, unilocular cysts are 

typically homogeneously T1-hypointense and T2-

hyperintense lesions with no solid components. 

Fibroids, type of mass, can be low to high signal on 

T1- or T2-weighted images and hyper vascular to 

nonvascular on dynamic contrast-enhanced imaging 

[4]. The common MRI features of fibroids are that they 

are round, well-demarcated, displace rather than 

infiltrate surrounding structures, and often show 

homogeneous signal intensity and pattern of 

enhancement (Figure 5). Fibromas, thecomas, and 

fibrothecomas are solid benign ovarian tumors arising 

from sex cord and stromal cells. On MRI, their 

characteristic feature is internal homogeneity with low 

signal on both T1- and T2-weighted images. 

Fibrothecomas can sometimes be hormonally active, 

producing estrogen and causing malignancy [4].  

 

 
Figure 5. An MRI scan of a woman with Serous 

adenocarcinoma, the malignant masses are shown with 

arrows, the star represents ascites [4].  

3.4 CT 
 

A computerized tomography (CT) scan combines a 

series of X-ray images taken from different angles 

around your body and uses computer processing to 

create cross-sectional images, called slices, of the 

bones, blood vessels and soft tissues inside your body. 

CT scan images provide more-detailed information 

than plain X-rays do [12]. The downside to CT scans 

is the use of ionizing radiation and the amount of 

radiation is greater than you would get during a plain 

X-ray because the CT scan gathers more-detailed 

information. The low doses of radiation used in CT 

scans have not been shown to cause long-term harm, 

although at much higher doses, there may be a small 

increase in your potential risk of cancer. Hence, they 

have become a favored method for follow ups and pre-

operative procedures.  

 

CT is often the technique with which correct stages of 

ovarian cancer is detected because presenting 

symptoms of ovarian cancer indicates advanced 

disease and are typically nonspecific like abdominal 

pain or distention, urinary frequency, and early satiety 

[5]. Like shown in Figure. 6, CT is obtained to 

evaluate for intra-abdominal malignancy or ascites. 

Advanced ovarian cancer on CT typically presents as 

cysts with thick walls, septations, and papillary 

projections that are more clearly seen after contrast 

administration.  

 

Although this pattern of disease is typical for ovarian 

cancer, other cancers like colon, gastric, and 

pancreatic cancers that ovarian metastases also can 

present similarly. Because ovarian cancer is treated 

with surgical cytoreduction often the radiologist tries 

to distinguish ovarian cancer from other tumors that 

may have similar presentations but require nonsurgical 

treatment [4]. Cytoreduction is when tumors are 

surgically removed before any other treatment like 

chemotherapy is performed. CT is also the preferred 

technique in the pretreatment evaluation of ovarian 

cancer to define the extent of disease and assess the 

likelihood of optimal surgical cytoreduction.  

 

Although CT has many advantages like high 

specificity of 90 percent and 3-D view of images with 

more details it is only prescribed when other imaging 

methods have been tried since it is ionizing and has 

low sensitivity of 75 percent (Table 1). This can often 

cause more damage or predict the wrong stages of 

cancer depending on how much cytoreduction is done.  
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Figure 6. Common finding of an ovarian cancer mass on a 

CT scan denoted by the letter ‘C’ [5]. 

 

3.5 PET Nuclear Medicine 
 

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a type of 

nuclear medicine procedure that measures metabolic 

activity of the cells of body tissues. PET is a 

combination of nuclear medicine and biochemical 

analysis. Used mostly in patients with brain or heart 

conditions and cancer, PET helps to visualize the 

biochemical changes taking place in the body, such as 

the metabolism. Metabolism is the process by which 

cells change food into energy after food is digested and 

absorbed into the blood. Specifically, PET studies 

evaluate the metabolism of a particular organ or tissue, 

so that information about the physiology such as 

functionality, and anatomy or structure of the organ or 

tissue that is evaluated, as well as its biochemical 

properties. Thus, PET may detect biochemical 

changes in an organ or tissue that can identify the onset 

of a disease process before anatomical changes related 

to the disease can be seen with other imaging 

processes such as CT or MRI. PET scans are also often 

a preferred method for cancer detection since 

carcinomas have a high metabolism. PET scans also 

provide a better advantage over other detection 

methods since they can identify tumor spreading in 

various parts of the body. PET differs from other 

nuclear medicine examinations in that PET detects 

metabolism within body tissues, whereas other types 

of nuclear medicine examinations detect the amount of 

a radioactive substance collected in body tissue in a 

certain location to examine the tissue's function. 

PET is a type of nuclear medicine procedure, where a 

small amount of a radioactive substance like 

radioactive tracers are used during the procedure to 

assist in the examination of the tissue that is being 

examined (Figure 7). PET scans have a sensitivity 67 

percent and a specificity of 79 percent, which is why 

it is not recommended for primary detection of ovarian 

cancer (Table 1). False-negative results have been 

reported with borderline tumors and low-grade and 

early carcinomas and false-positive results have also 

been reported with fibroids, and endometriosis [4]. 

The other downside of PET scans is it must be 

different for each woman based on their menstruation 

stage which includes premenopausal and post-

menopausal stage. Since the activity of the ovaries is 

different for both. Although PET scans are good for 

various reasons, they are not preferred by themselves 

instead the combination of PET/CT is preferred since 

it covers specificity, sensitivity, and can be used for 

recurrences. 

 
Figure 7. A PET scan of an ovarian lesion represented by an 

arrow [4]. The cancerous mass has a greater metabolic 

activity creating a bright spot on the PET scan. 

 

3.6 PET/CT 
 

Although not a preferred technique for cancer 

detection, a combination of PET/CT is playing an 

expanding role in treatment planning and follow-up. 

For predicting the correct stage, the addition of PET to 

contrast-enhanced CT has been shown to improve 

accuracy [7]. PET combined with CT, is the most 

accurate technique to evaluate for suspected recurrent 

ovarian cancer. A meta-analysis comparing techniques 

for detection of recurrence determined that PET/CT 

with sensitivity of up to 95 percent and a specificity of 

up to 90 percent. Which performed better than CT with 

sensitivity of 90 percent and a specificity of 75 percent 

or MRI with sensitivity of 91 percent and a specificity 

of 88 percent [10]. In addition, with fusion PET/CT, 

the CT images provide high-resolution, measurable 

information on the extent of disease and anatomic sites 

of involvement for treatment planning and follow-up. 

 

4. Future Impact and Artificial 

Intelligence 
 

Although, Artificial Intelligence (AI) is not widely 

used in cancer detection. Artificial intelligence 

techniques show a promising approach in detecting 

cancers using deep learning mechanisms where 

multiple collected images are stored in a network that 

can help identify future detection of cancer [3,11]. The 

application of AI would increase the rate of early 
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detection, reduce cost, and make the general detection 

of cancers a more efficient process.  

 

5. Conclusion  

 
A combination of PET/CT has shown promising 

results in detecting ovarian cancer. In addition, the use 

of artificial intelligence can make the process of 

detecting ovarian cancer much more efficient. The low 

survival percentage, of 47 percent for five years 

reported by the American Cancer Society, is 

predominantly due to late diagnosis and consequent 

tumor dissemination. As discussed, the two challenges 

of ovarian cancer are the process of detection and the 

evaluation of tumor dissemination. For future 

directions, the first step to overcoming this challenge 

can be facilitating more, accessible, and regular 

screening in women using ultrasound imaging 

systems. The second step is initiating a more 

standardized imaging procedure for women with 

ovarian cancer. Providing more accurate and sensitive 

imaging techniques like PET/CT can reduce the time 

frame of detection and metastasis to other organs of 

the body. Another essential step is incorporating AI in 

techniques like PET/CT scans that already show a 

potential in diagnosing ovarian cancer. In summary, 

improving procedures of detecting ovarian cancer 

could potentially benefit the detection of other 

cancers. 
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IDENTIFYING IMAGING TECHNIQUES THAT WILL BE ESSENTIAL 

FOR EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF IMPLANT COMPLICATIONS  
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srivas3@uic.edu 

 

Abstract 

In 2010, 7.2 million individuals underwent orthopedic implant surgeries to receive a total knee replacement or total 

hip replacement. Orthopedic implants specialized in joint reconstruction account for 40 percent of orthopedic devices 

out in the market today. Although these devices are meant to last through the patient’s lifetime, many complications 

may arise from metal debris within the body that cause inflammation and immune compromise. When a complication 

arises, the doctor may be hesitant to replace the implant because a lot of complications may arise from a revision 

surgery. Knowing exactly what is going on with the implant, or the biological interaction with the implant, is crucial. 

Before a revision surgery may be done, the doctor will have to ensure that the patient will need to undergo the surgery. 

The doctor will have to determine whether the surgery is needed depending on the patients age, active level, 

bloodwork, pain, and wear of the implant. This paper will focus on different medical imaging applications that can 

be used as a key contribution in early detection of complications arising from joint implants. These techniques will 

include the use of X-ray, ultrasound, CT, and MRI.  It was concluded that surgeons should keep X-rays as the primary 

imaging technique to diagnose infections associated with orthopedic implants. Its ability to view detachment between 

implant and the bone and its inexpensive cost makes X-rays suitable for routine checks for implant related infection. 

  

Keywords: Medical Imaging, Orthopedic, Implants, X-ray, Ultrasound, MRI, CT 

 

1.Introduction 

 
1.1 History of Orthopedic Implants 

 
The birth of orthopedic implants is unclear. However, 

two of the key contributors in this medical field include 

Sir William Arbuthnot Lane and Albin Lambotte 

[3,16]. Prior to Lane and Lambotte, there are claims of 

surgeons using wire structure and ivory pegs to heal 

fractures. Lane and Lambotte used a combination of 

vanadium-iron for their implants. The idea was to 

choose a material that was durable. It was not until 

years later that surgeons began incorporating materials 

that were not only durable, but also biocompatible. The 

implants created by Lane and Lambotte were to be in 

vitro as the wound healed. Once the wound showed 

noticeable improvement, the implant was to be 

removed. The first recorded implant resembling 

present-day orthopedic implants was done by Ernest 

William Hey Grooves, which is shown in Figure 1 [23]. 

Records show that a peg composed of ivory was 

positioned in the hip to replace the head of the femur. 

This new form of implants became more accepted as 

new biomaterials were created alongside the discovery 

of antibiotics.  In the 1990’s the use of polylactic acid 

(PLA) and polyglycolic acid (PGA) began to be used in 

implants. This new material would eventually be 

absorbed by the body, as a result of this there was no 

need for a follow-up surgery to retrieve the implant. 

However, doctors found that some of these implants 

were rejected by the patient, leading to discomfort and 

sometimes pain. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The image represents the first implant that resembles 

present-day permanent implants [23].  
 

1.2 Different Types of Orthopedic Implants 

 
Although there are numerous kinds of orthopedic 

implants, the most popular kind of implants concern the 

knees and hips. According to Mayo Clinic, 7.2 million 

patients in America have undergone surgery to receive 

a total knee replacement (TKR) or total hip replacement 

mailto:srivas3@uic.edu
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(THR) [7]. TKR and THR are shown in Figure 2 and 3 

respectively.  

 

 
Figure 2. A representation of a TKR being used to replace a 

worn-out knee [9]. 

 

As people age, it is natural for their muscles, joints, and 

bones to wear down. There is a loss of bone density, 

calcium, and other minerals that consequently result in 

bones to become thinner. As the bones become thinner, 

they become more prone to pain or damage. 

Furthermore, the thinning of muscles and bones located 

in joints may reduce stability in patients, leading to 

instability when walking, which can cause falls. Falls in 

patients over 60 occur 49% of the time while walking, 

with half of these falls sustaining an injury [8]. This can 

explain why most of the TKR and THR surgeries 

required are for patients above 60. It was also cited that 

women are more likely to receive THR and TKR 

implants than men [7]. This can be due to menopause 

and pregnancies since both events can reduce the 

amount of calcium in women's bodies [19,1]. As a 

result, bones in women may be more fragile than men, 

and more likely to break.  

 

 
Figure 3. A representation of a THR being done to replace a 

worn-down knee joint [18].  

 

 

1.3 Different Complications That Arise from 

Implants.  
 

Getting an implant is a big decision for patients. The 

surgery takes a big toll on the body, and since the 

majority of the patients receiving TKR and THR 

surgeries are over the age of 60, it is crucial to decide 

whether the surgery is needed. If the patient has chronic 

pain and movement problems in either the knees or the 

hip, and this pain is getting in the way of their everyday 

life, an orthopedic implant may be suggested [11]. 

Figure 4 shows inflammation that arises from a TKR. 

In this image, the inflammation caused by the infection 

is clearly seen, but in other cases this may not be true. 

Implants are said to last between 10-20 years; for many 

older patients this may last their whole lives. Although 

TKR and THR are said to be one of the most successful 

surgical procedures of all time, there are a percentage 

of patients that will need to undergo a revision surgery.  

 
Table 1. Patient Demographics from [2], show the age and sex 

of patients that received revision surgery. Reprinted with 

permission from Clinical Orthopedics and Related Research. 

 

Factor Revision TKR 

people (%) 

Revision THR 

people (%) 

Age(years)   

<45 2430 (4) 13,877 (6) 

45-54 9821 (15) 31,274 (13) 

55-64 19,966 (30) 48,680 (21) 

65-74 20,049 (30) 58,449 (25) 

75-84 12,728 (19) 61,795 (26) 

84+ 2,540 (4) 21,781 (9) 

Sex   

Men  28,233 (42) 100,053 (42) 

Women 39,301 (58) 135,804 (58) 

 

Revision surgery may arise from implant wear, 

loosening, dislocation, or fracture of implant. This 

paper focuses such as X-ray, ultrasound, CT, and MRI 

that can be used as a key contribution of complications 

arising from joint implants. 25% of reported failed TKR 

and 15% THA are due to infections. The statistics 

representing the age demographics relating to revision 

surgeries are displayed in Table 1.  
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2.Infections in the Body 

 
According to Meital Zilberman, “An infection is a 

homeostatic imbalance between the host tissue and the 

presence of microorganisms” [25]. Depending on the 

extent of the infection, different actions may need to 

be taken. The infection may only require more 

antibiotics to be prescribed. Infections causing 

discomfort or pain may cause a revision surgery, and 

in extreme cases an amputation may be required. 

Infections can arise from contamination in the 

operating room, surgical equipment, or bacteria that is 

already present in the patient's body prior to surgery 

[22]. Infection that is caused by implants generally 

occur in two steps. The first step is that the bacteria 

attaches to the implant, leading to the second step, 

which is when biofilm is created where the implant is 

located [25]. The biofilm formed around the implant 

causes major problems. Biofilm is composed of 

exopolysaccharide, which is a type of bacteria that is 

highly dangerous due to its high resistance to 

antibiotics. This eliminates the possibility of using 

antibiotic therapy. The infection caused by the biofilm, 

if left untreated, can cause a chronic infection to occur. 

Thus, there are other methods of removing the 

infection that will have to be considered. In cases 

where the infection cannot be cured, the possibility of 

a revision surgery will have to be considered to 

remove the infected implant. 

 

 
Figure 4. Inflammation caused by infection in a total 

knee replacement.  [9]. 

 

3.Revision Surgery 
 

3.1 Steps Prior to Revision Surgery 
 

Deciding on whether a revision surgery is needed may 

be more complicated than receiving a TKR or THR 

surgery. As stated, the majority of the patients 

receiving these types of surgeries are over the age of 

60, and another surgery might not be possible for them 

since complications increase with an increase of age. 

It has been shown that infections are one of the main 

causes of death in surgery in elderly patients [14]. It 

has also been found that revision surgeries might have 

a higher risk of surgical site infections [21]. The 

benefits of the surgery must outweigh the possible 

complications that may arise from performing the 

revision surgery. As a result, surgeons may ask for 

Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (EST) and C-reactive 

protein (CRP) blood work to be done on the patient 

[20]. EST is a test used to measure how much 

inflammatory activity is present in the body. CRP is a 

test that is used to measure c-reactive proteins in your 

bloodstream. This protein, synthesized by the liver, is 

delivered to the body when inflammation is present. 

 

3.2 Medical Imaging for Early Detection  
 

Two blood exams are used to identify whether an 

infection is present. The blood work can determine if 

the implant has caused any debris to spread throughout 

the body. Having a second form to verify the need and 

urgency of a revision surgery due to infection would 

be vital in early detection of complications in 

orthopaedic implants. It is vital to find research that is 

noninvasive which will decrease the risk of false 

positives and increase early detection of infections.                                                                                                                                                                         

Surgeons may be hesitant to perform surgery even if 

they see complications. It was stated that the doctor 

may not perform surgery until there is limited mobility 

or the infection of the implant is causing unbearable 

pain[20]. Therefore, abnormalities in soft tissue and 

bone are observed to see if the implant has caused any 

implant related infection. X-rays have been the 

primary use of medical imaging to observe implant 

failure. Doctors typically used X-rays to detect 

implant detachment or any degeneration of the bone. 

If there are any signs of a possible infection, doctors 

may need to confirm using fine needle aspiration. X-

rays are not the only medical imaging technique that 

doctors use. There are several other techniques, 

however, each technique has its disadvantages. Table 

2 is a comparison of the disadvantages that will be 

discussed in different imaging techniques to aid in 

correctly identifying an infection
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Table 2. Disadvantages seen in Different Imaging Techniques [12] 

 

Disadvantage X-Ray Ultrasound Computerized Axial Tomography 

Scan (CT) 

Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI) 

Experience Beam Artifact X  X X 

Unable to Image Bone  X   

Unable to Image Soft 

Tissue 

X    

Expensive   X X 

Unable to Detect Blood 

Flow 

X X   

< 50% Sensitivity X    

<50% Specificity X    

 

4.Different Factors Concerning Early 

Detection of Orthopedic Related 

Infections 
 
4.1 Beam Artifact 

 
Beam artifact occurs in X-Ray, CT, and MRI imaging. 

This phenomenon is present due to the metal material 

present in orthopedic implants. In CT, the beaming 

artifact creates a high-pass filter to the X-ray beams, 

causing a distorted image. The distortion caused by the 

beam hardening artifact will vary depending on the 

composition of the implant. The distortion can be seen 

in Figure 5. The CT image is blurred compared to the 

X-ray image next to it.  

 

 
Figure 5. The image is of a total hip replacement of the same 

patient. The picture on the left is an X-ray. The image on the 

right is using a CT imaging [4]. 

 

Beam hardening artifacts causes a distortion in the 

images taken; the image may show a difference in 

intensity at the center than at the edges. In reality, the 

material may be the same throughout. Beam hardening 

may also show up as streak discoloration in the image 

taken.  

 

Factors that could affect the strength of beam artifacts 

present in the image include the materials used, the 

alignment of the implant to the magnetic field, 

complex shape or number of hardware parts, and the 

magnetic field strength [13,12]. It has been found that 

implants containing chromium-cobalt and stainless 

steel have worse beam hardening than implants with 

titanium. This is shown in Figure 6 [17,12]. Although 

beam hardening has been a big problem in imaging, 

new research has discovered ways to drastically 

reduce beam hardening to make these imaging 

techniques more useful in imaging metal objects, such 

as orthopedic implants. 

 

 
Figure 6. Figure A represents stainless steel and Figure B is 

titanium. Although both images observe beam hardening, it 

can be seen that A has a stronger beam hardening than B. 

These images were created by a CT scan [12] 
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As stated, MRIs have a high possibility of being 

distorted due to the prosthetic material surrounding the 

infected rejoin. MRIs are sensitive to specific tissue 

and tissue composure. Since prosthetic material can be 

found surrounding this type of tissue, the image 

generated from this MRI will not be a full 

representation of any possible infection [4].  

 

4.2 Bone Imaging 

 
Depending on the type of information a doctor is 

trying to obtain, the preferable imaging method may 

vary. Ultrasound is more ideal to read through soft 

tissue, but it would be ineffective in identifying any 

properties of the bone. An ultrasound of a THR is 

shown in Figure 7, where the doctors can identify 

periprosthetic fluid, a common property typically 

found near infections [17].  

 

 
Figure 7. Ultrasound near a THR. A diagnosis cannot be 

determined because of the unclear image surrounding the 

area of interest. [17] 
 

Being able to look at the bone to identify any 

deterioration or detachment to the implant would be 

beneficial in identifying if there is a problem. 

Detachment is known to occur if there is an infection 

present. Figure 8 and 9 are both X-rays exhibiting 

infection around the implants. In Figure 8, the 

infection is represented by the intra-articular gas. In 

Figure 8 the infection is identified by the darker color 

near the implants as opposed to seeing a light color that 

represents the bone, this verifies that the implant is not 

completely attached. Figure 9 shows an infected TKR 

that is loose. The looseness is identified by the lucency 

being shown in the white arrow. This is where the 

cement has detached from the bone. The open black 

arrow shows open space between the implant and the 

bone. The curved arrow represents the movement of 

the implant, since its implantation. 

 

 
Figure 8. An X-ray of an infected total knee replacement is 

shown [21]. The dark arrow is pointing to untypical gas build 

up, which can be a sign of infection. 

 

 
Figure 9. An X-ray of an infected TKR is shown [21]. The 

white and black hollow arrow represent detachments of the 

bone and the implant, and the curved arrow represents 

visible migration. 
 

4.3 Soft Tissue Imaging  

 
Soft tissue imaging is vital in observing infections in 

the body. Being able to observe abnormalities in soft 

tissue caused by infections would be an eminent 

technique in early detection of implant complications. 

Ultrasound is known to be able to be useful in 

analyzing soft tissue. On the contrary, an insufficient 
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amount of information will be recorded from areas 

such as the hip, due to its placement. 

 

 

4.4 Cost of Imaging 

 
Medical imaging is a business that raked over 100 

billion in 2006[15]. Keeping a low cost on any medical 

procedure is essential to keep it obtainable to the 

majority of the population, and to make it ideal to be 

repeated. Imaging may be covered by most insurance 

plans, but a deductible may still be needed from the 

patient. As shown in Table 3 the most expensive type 

of medical imaging technique is MRI, where the most 

inexpensive is X-ray. This cost difference can also be 

reasoned due to the time needed to obtain an X-ray 

versus an MRI, which could take up to an hour to 

perform [10]. 
 

 

 

Table 3. Comparison Cost of Different Imaging Techniques 

[4]. 

 

Imaging 

Method 

Fee for 

test 

Fee for 

interpreting 

test 

Total fee 

MRI $995 $123 $1,118 

CT $189 $44 $233 

Ultrasound $69 $20 $90 

X-ray $19 $9 $28 

 

4.5 Blood Flow Detection 

 
MRI machines are highly sensitive to flow 

phenomena. This means that MRIs can see the flow of 

fluids flowing throughout the body. If there were to be 

an infection caused by a prosthetic, there would be a 

large concentration of white blood cells flowing to the 

infected region. An MRI can detect this flow and 

indicate if there is an infection caused by a prosthetic. 

This detection can determine if a patient will have to 

undergo a revision surgery. Regular ultrasound cannot 

image blood flow. However, using ultrasound in 

doppler sonograms can be used to estimate the blood 

flow surrounding the implant [24]. This phenomenon 

cannot be detected by X-ray imaging. In conclusion, 

MRIs and doppler sonograms are best used for blood 

flow detection, unlike X-rays, where these are used 

more for solid bone structures.  

 

4.6 Sensitivity and Specificity 

 
22 patients with confirmed infections had CT images 

taken to identify if any infection in soft tissue could be 

identified, as well as to investigate if any fluid 

collection had occurred. It was concluded that there 

was 100% sensitivity and 87% specificity in true 

positive infections using CT imaging to identify 

infection in soft tissue. In comparison, there was a 

100% specificity, but 16% sensitivity when 

identifying inflammation outside of the bone. Lastly, 

it has been concluded that 50% of radiographs show 

normal tissue, even though an infection may be present 

[2]. Although CT and MRI can aid in the detection of 

an infection, they are said to not be very useful in the 

early stages of infection where tissue damage is not as 

obvious [20].  

 

5.Conclusion 
 

After weighing in all the factors expressed in Table 1 

it can be concluded that surgeons should keep X-rays 

as the primary imaging technique used for infections 

associated with orthopedic implants. The imaging 

technique that would be the worst would be the use of 

MRI. This can be concluded by the cost, beam artifact, 

and lack of bone imaging. X-ray are inexpensive, but 

they lack in detection of blood flow, beam artifact, and 

sensitivity, which are key contributors in identifying 

an infection. Since doctors are looking for early 

detection, being able to image bone and areas around 

the bone is crucial in identifying implant related 

infections. CT continues to improve its algorithms to 

remove beam hardening, but it is still relatively 

expensive and lacks bone imaging. Lastly, ultrasound 

was not able to record much data due to the area 

around the bone being the place of interest. 
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Abstract 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) utilizes strong magnets and radio wave pulses to interact with 

the human body’s natural magnetic properties. This allows for the better viewing of organs and 

tissues. While MRI is a very useful imaging tool, it is far from perfect. It has a few shortcomings 

that can make MRI not a valid option for some. This paper will delve into the issues that MRI has 

in terms of the process of reconstructing an image. As with all modern medicine and imaging 

practices, efficiency is key, and MRI is no exception. The problem therein is that efficiency is usually 

correlated with speed. While this is true, with greater speed generally comes decreased accuracy 

and this is one of the challenges faced by MRI machines today. With the speed that the MRI is 

operating at, quality loss is guaranteed to occur. This will play a detrimental role in the later steps 

of reconstructing the image as the initial image will have a variety of issues such as, but not limited 

to blurriness from movement, lower quality initial image resulting in even lower respective quality 

reconstruction which could lead to the diagnosis of false positives and negatives. 

 

 Keywords: MRI, Error, Radio Waves, Relaxation, Artifacts, Imaging, Hydrogen, Protons 

 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Before discussing the error analysis of 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), it is 

important to understand the physics behind 

MRI. In 1973, the MRI machine was first 

discovered by Paul Lauterbur. Lauterburg 

and his colleague, Peter Mansfield both 

received the Nobel Prize for Medicine for this 

invention. MRI works by taking advantage of 

the properties of hydrogen molecules in 

water, lipids and various tissues. Depending 

on the number of protons in a certain area will 

dictate the images’ intensity. How the MRI 

uses these molecules will be discussed in the 

next section. 

 

1.1 Positives of MRI Compared to 

Other Imaging Techniques 

 

With the various imaging techniques 

available, including but not limited to, X-ray, 

Computed Tomography(CT), and Positron 

Emission Tomography (PET), MRI is the 

preferred option due to certain qualities it 

possesses. MRI does not emit ionizing 

radiation like an X-ray would. It uses 

magnets and altering of proton spins to 

produce an image. Secondly, images can be  

 

 

 

obtained in either a 2D or 3D plane. An 

example of a 2D scan of the brain can be seen 

in Figure 1. Imagine a breast cancer tumor. 

Depending on its location, a simple XY-plane 

search may not suffice. Depending also on 

the size of the slice in the x and y planes, the 

tumor could be completely obscured. 

However, doing the same scan in 3 

dimensions, adding the z-component, will 

allow for more accurate measurement and 

detection.  

 

 

 
Figure 1. MRI Scan of the Brain [6] 
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When using MRI, the contrast between what 

is desired and everything else such as soft 

tissue, has excellent contrast. Compare this to 

something like X-ray, where it is much 

harder to distinguish between the different 

layers since everything is in grayscale. MRI 

can also be used in a multitude of parts in the 

human body. Ranging from neurological to 

musculoskeletal, because the human body 

contains protons everywhere, an MRI can be 

used in a variety of locations. There are not 

all the positives but merely a few to 

understand the power of this imaging 

technique.  

 

1.2 Negatives of MRI Compared to 

Other Imaging Techniques 

 

However, not every imaging technique is 

perfect, and MRI certainly has its downfalls. 

Firstly, the cost. MRI scans are significantly 

more expensive than CT or Ultrasound. 

Secondly, are the patients. By this, it means 

that of the patients that are admitted to having 

an MRI done, a large percentage of them 

have some sort of metallic implants. Seeing 

that the MRI is essentially a giant rotating 

magnet, one can see the dangers of someone 

having a metal implant and being placed into 

this machine. Finally, the crux of this paper, 

the image acquisition process. Not only is the 

process of obtaining the image slow, but the 

process of obtaining the images has differing 

levels of contrast between each scan taken. 

 

Now that a brief history of MRI has been 

established and the pros and cons have been 

revealed, in the following section, we will 

delve deeper into the cons of the image 

acquisition and reconstruction process and 

results. 

 

2. Image Reconstruction: A 

Discussion 
 

2.1 Background of MRI and How it 

Works 

 

As previously stated, here the image 

acquisition process will be discussed and 

analyzed along with the pros and cons 

weighed. 

 

To begin, how is the image acquisition done 

on MRI machines? MRI’s capitalize on the 

fact that humans are primarily made up of 

water. Water is made up of two hydrogen 

atoms and one oxygen atom. The hydrogens 

are positively charged and act like little 

magnets. It is also important to note that they 

are spinning in a seemingly random direction. 

This spin is calculated by using the Larmor 

frequency, 

 

ω = γB0  (1) 

 

where 𝛾 is equal to the gyromagnetic ratio 

and ‘B’ relates to the strength of the magnetic 

field. When a person is exposed to an MRI 

machine, what happens is electricity is shot 

through copper coils in the machine that 

allow for the effect of a magnet to occur 

inside the machine. This causes the protons 

to line up via a process called relaxation. 

During this process, protons are knocked on 

their side and some even change their energy 

level. This is calculated by using the flip 

angle formula[8]. 

 

α = γB1τB1 (2) 

 

In this formula, 𝜏𝐵1  represents the time that 

the RF field pulse is turned on. The angle that 

they flip to determines its’ energy state and if 

it is a T1 or T2 relaxation. A T2 relaxation is 

when a proton remains in a state of high 

energy but changes the axis on which it spins 

and is calculated using equation 3. A T1 

relaxation is when the protons’ axis is 

changed but unlike a T2, the level of energy 

reduces from high to low.  

 

Mxy = M0e-t/T2 (3) 

 

The key point of relaxation is the return of the 

proton from an excited state to one of 

equilibrium. The energy release talked about 

previously is what the MRI reads in order to 

get the image, which can then be read by a 

specialist. 
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Figure 2. Oversampling effect on the intensity of voxels. (a) 

is a raw MRI scan and (c) is an oversampled scan of (a). The 

corresponding masks of (a) and (c) are (b) and (d). Masks 

help to identify the region accurately. The more accurate the 

mask, the more accurate the diagnosis. [9] 

 

Here lies the issue with MRI. Even though this 

machine is accurate, there is still room for error when 

the machine is trying to stitch together an image. The 

main concern with MRI image acquisition is image 

artifacts. What is an artifact? An artifact is an 

undesired effect in an image. It is a feature in the image 

that is not present in the original imaged object. Some 

examples of artifacts in an MRI scan can be seen in 

Figure 3. The artifacts are labelled with arrows. The 

three main causes of image artifacts are patient caused, 

software caused, and hardware caused. Before the 

discussion takes place, note that the listed reasons for 

error in MRI image acquisition are not the only 

reasons. 
 

2.2 Patient Caused Reasons 

 

Let us begin with the patient caused reasons. 

One such artifact is motion artifacts. It is one 

of the most common artifacts and is caused 

by the patient moving during the scan [11]. 

This is usually inevitable as these scans take 

some time. When scanning, an MRI usually 

scans in segments some 𝛥 thick, where 𝛥 is a 

very small distance, usually in the 

micrometer area of measurement. If the scan 

is a relatively quicker one and depending on 

the scan location, this may not be the most 

prevalent issue. But some inevitable 

movements of the body such as breathing and 

the heart beating cannot be stopped just to 

take a scan and these can also cause artifacts 

in the form of ghosting, which a faint shadow 

of a previous state of a certain, in this case, 

organ. For example, seeing the same image 

of a heart where one images would appear 

more greyscale because that was on the 

intake of blood is an example [1]. One may 

say that a remedy can be to make the MRI 

stronger to make the protons stay in their 

flipped orientation. This is possible, but then 

comes the question of how strong, as placing 

humans into relatively powerful MRI 

machines yielded some harsh side effects. 

There are a couple main ways to remedy this. 

The specialist can 1) immobilize the patient 

before the scan takes place, or 2) set the scan 

to be done with a shorter phase encoding 

direction to reduce the amount being scanned 

at one time.  

 

 
Figure 3: This is a 5D MRI of the heart. Observing  

the diastolic and systolic images on the top, Diastolic  

images have more grey color overall compared to the  

systole images. This is an example of involuntary  

movement that can be picked up by MRI that can  

skew the overall image [1]. 

 

The second main reason contributing to 

patient caused artifacts is metal [4]. What 

makes metal so dangerous around MRI 

machines is the that, as previously stated, the 

MRI is a giant magnet and metal is attracted 

to magnets. Metal can cause signal loss 

before or during a scan and image distortion. 

Assuming there are no large metal objects in 
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the room like chairs or cabinets that can be 

sucked into the MRI while it is running, since 

this could lead to an undesirable outcome, 

small implants usually can be dealt with in a 

variety of manners. Usually, the direction of 

the scan will be altered to scan along the 

direction that the implant is facing. This will 

decrease the amount of interference that the 

MRI will endure. Also, there is a technique 

known as the Metal Artifact Reduction 

Sequence or MARS [7]. Using MARS 

applies another gradient to the scan that 

specifically looks for metal and applies a 

counter frequency to that of the metal which 

decreases the metal interference in the 

scanning process. 

 

 
Figure 4. Examples of a motion artifact in an MRI scan. This 

is one of the patient caused reasons for error in the image 

reconstruction process. This specific one is called a zipper 

artifact [5] 

 

2.3 Software Caused Reasons 

 

There is also software caused reasons that can 

result in image artifacts. They are all signal 

processing errors. One of which can be a 

chemical shift [12]. Because of the differing 

chemical makeup and state of matter, protons 

in fat vibrate different to protons in water, 

and this can be boundary can be problematic 

in terms of image recreation. To remedy this, 

nothing can be done during the scan, however 

after the scan, swapping gradient filters of the 

scanned image and looking for a shift in the 

image can show whether there is an artifact 

or not [2]. Another software reason can be 

attributed to aliasing or wrap-around. This 

can be seen in Figure 4. The JogSSR row, 

row 4, has a different representation in every 

plane when compared to the other 3 axxed 

images. Usually this happens as a result of a 

mis-map, meaning some sort of 

displacement. This can usually be fixed by 

oversampling. An example of what 

oversampling looks like can be seen in Figure 

2. Oversampling is taking more samples than 

what is needed at a higher sampling rate 

making it twice as fast [9]. 

 

 
Figure 5. Example of Aliasing Effects. JogSSR  

has the negative effects of aliasing because it was  

not anti-aliased. Compare this to the results of the  

SMORE graph, and the effects become more clear.  

The line profiles are plotted based on where the  

corresponding color arrows are pointing on the  

images. [12] 
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2.4 Hardware Caused Reasons 
 

Finally, some error in image acquisition is 

due to hardware defects and issues. One issue 

with hardware could be Radiofrequency (RF) 

quadrature. This means that when the MRI is 

going to be used, there is a circuit failure from 

incorrect operation. Usually, the only way to 

remedy this is to call an MRI service 

technician. 

 

Another problem could be issues with the 

magnetic field produced. As said before, 

MRI use copper coils to produce the 

magnetic field used to interact with the 

human body in order to form the images. 

Well, this is done under some assumptions 

such as the magnetic field needing to be 

homogenous throughout. This means that the 

amount of Gauss or Tesla, both units used 

when referring to MRI or magnets, should be 

the same no matter where it is measured in 

the area of testing. If this assumption is 

incorrect, this results in external field 

inhomogeneity. This will cause a distortion in 

the image through spatial distortion, intensity 

distortion, or both. Usually, this should also 

require a specialist to come and assess the 

machine as an inhomogeneous magnetic field 

will never yield accurate results as a field of 

𝐵0 will never have the same amount of 

strength as a field with 𝐵0 ± 𝛥. Finally, there 

are various kinds of RF noise. Every signal 

generates noise. Therefore, Signal-to-Noise 

ratio (SNR) is in existence. SNR is a ratio that 

is used to measure the desired signal against 

the noise generated. The larger the value of 

the SNR, the better the quality of the signal. 

To reduce the noise in a system, an 

appropriate mode of action would be to have 

RF shielding in place to negate the effects of 

wandering RF signal which would disrupt the 

image generation process[3,12]. 

 

3. Conclusion 

 
To conclude, MRI machines are a fantastic 

feat of technological and scientific prowess. 

They demonstrate the power of proton 

manipulation via magnetization to generate 

images and while they are extremely 

powerful machines with great imaging 

capabilities, they are not without their 

caveats. We looked at how MRI images are 

skewed through the three main mediums of 

patients, hardware and software. When it 

came to the patient, even simple actions such 

as a twitch or a heartbeat can cause image 

acquisition discrepancies. When it came to 

hardware, errors in how the MRI operated in 

areas such as the RF coils and 𝐵0 field were 

discussed, and when it came to software, 

changing directions of scanning or applying 

additional filters to compensate for 

undesirable effects seemed to be the most 

efficient route. 
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Abstract 
Terahertz imaging is a modality of optical imaging, that uses radiation of frequency range from 

100 GHz to 10THz of the electromagnetic spectrum. It is non-ionizing and non-invasive 

radiation that potential applications like early detection of cancer, ex-vivo spectroscopy or 

imaging of tissue, in-vivo examination of tissue via spectroscopy, dental care, and blood testing. 

The limited penetration of the THz radiation restricts the application to dermatology and 

dentistry. Although terahertz radiation is nonionizing, it was found to have thermal effects like 

effect on cell viability when the cellular temperature increased by 30C on the exposure of THz 

radiation and biological effects like effect on the stability of DNA leading to chromosomal 

aberrations for a range of THz radiation. Hence there is a need for a safety guideline 

highlighting the effects of the THz radiation and its maximum permissible exposure for each 

application. Lack of standardization and other limitations has led to stop the growth of this 

imaging modality. However, it shows a promising future in terms of diagnostic medical imaging. 

 

Keywords: Terahertz radiation, non-ionizing, Biological effects, Applications 

 

 

1.Introduction 
 

Terahertz waves were formerly referred as far infra-

red waves before the 1980s. They are 

electromagnetic waves with a frequency of 0.1 

THz-10 THz (1012 Hz) and wavelength of 0.1mm-

1mm. Demonstration of Terahertz imaging on wet 

leaf drying with respect to time, sparked  research 

in Terahertz radiation for biological and medical 

applications.  

 
Figure 1: Terahertz range in Electromagnetic spectrum 

[1]. 

 

Terahertz radiation is sensitive to water content as 

it is strongly attenuated by water. It does not cause 

the ionization of biologic tissue because of its low 

energy millielectronvolts photons. The Terahertz 

radiation is sensitive to the rotational, vibrational, 

torsional, and conformational states. Many 

materials have spectral fingerprints in THz range 

which can used to detect these materials.  These 

properties have led to applications of Terahertz 

radiation in imaging and spectroscopy [6]. Other 

than medical applications it is used for security 

screening for finding guns and explosives, 

atmospheric research, short range wireless 

communication and military applications like anti-

stealth THz ultrawide radar. 
 

2.THz Radiation System 

 
 

The generation of THz radiation can be classified 

into two main types based on the source-electronic 

and photonic as shown in Figure 1. Unlike other 

imaging modalities like X-ray and Ultrasound, it is 

difficult to generate frequencies of Terahertz range 

by conventional electronic methods. The electronic 

sources are extensions of high frequency electronics 

and as such can only operate at the microwave end 

of the THz region. The upper frequency limit for 

electronic sources is approximately 300 GHz and 

they usually provide limited power at THz 
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frequencies. Their use is not currently widespread 

in medical applications. Electronic sources produce 

maximum frequency of 300 GHz and has low 

power at Terahertz frequencies which limits its 

application in the medical field. 

                     

By comparison, photonic sources rely on optical 

mixing to generate THz radiation are ubiquitous in 

medical applications. Narrowband continuous wave 

and broadband Terahertz waves can be produced by 

photonic sources They are used to provide both 

narrowband continuous wave (CW) radiation and 

broadband THz pulses across a wide range over a 

wide range of frequencies [6]. Photonic source is 

widely used in medical applications as it provides a 

wide range of bandwidth of continuous wave across 

a range of frequency. 

 

 
Figure 2: Block diagram of THz system for generating 

THz pulse. 

 

Photoconductive emitter generates THz radiation. 

Emitter consists of a semiconductor crystal 

(Gallium Arsenide), on which two planar metal 

electrodes, are designed as antenna, supports a large 

current across the plane. Pulse of 100 femtoseconds 

is focused onto the gap between the electrodes. For 

the electrons to be excited into conduction band the 

energy of laser light must be above the band gap of 

semiconductor. Sapphire laser with a wavelength of 

800nm is used to excite the electrons. Voltage is 

applied at one end to accelerate the excited 

electrons leading to rapid change in electron 

density. According to Hertzian dipole theory, the 

movement of charge causes changing dipole which 

produces THz pulse in the antenna that is radiated 

into free space [9]. 

 
Figure 3: Generation of Terahertz Pulse radiation [7]. 

The Terahertz radiation is detected by 

photoconductive receivers. They are same as the 

photoconductive emitters but operates in reverse to 

the emitters. So, the Terahertz wave incident on the 

receiver accelerates the electrons and current is 

generated. This photocurrent is used to determine 

the incident Terahertz radiation [7]. 

 

3.Applications of THz Imaging 
 

Terahertz have a wide range of application in 

medical imaging due to its non-ionizing and non-

invasive nature. X-ray imaging fails in terms of 

detection of tumor without calcium deposit. THz 

imaging can distinguish between this kind of tumor 

in a nonionizing manner. Also, the energy of 

rotational and vibrational transitions of molecules 

lies in the THz region and intermolecular vibrations 

such as hydrogen bonds exhibit different spectral 

characteristics in the THz range [2]. These unique 

spectral features can be used to distinguish between 

different materials or even isomers. These unique 

spectral features can be used to identify materials 

and even isomers. This makes it suitable technique 

in spectroscopy for studying molecular interactions 

and identification of material. 

 

3.1 Detection of Cancer 

 

THz radiation has been applied to the imaging of 

Ti:Sapphire laser of 800nm

Photoconductive emitter 
(Gallium Arsenide between 

two planar metal electrodes)

Accelerating voltage excites 
the electrons in 
semiconductor

THz pulse is radiated into 
free space
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cancer tissues (The difference in the water content 
in a healthy tissue and malignant is used in 

Terahertz imaging). This difference in absorption 

coefficient of healthy and diseased tissue allows it 

to accurately differentiate boundaries between 

cancerous and normal tissues. It also provides 

invasion depth information for a cancer lesion at the 

initial stage. Most cancers initially start at the 

surface of the soft tissue. Conventional imaging 

modalities like Computed Tomography (CT), 

Magnetic Resonance (MR) is not optimal for 

imaging cancer on superficial tissues. Whereas 

Terahertz imaging provides a good contrast for 

detection of cancer in superficial tissues. Hence it 

can be used to detect cancer in early stages. THz 

radiation is also sensitive to the changes in 

hydration level and cellular structure that arise in 

the malignant process. 

 

3.1.1 Brain Cancer 

 

Brain contains high lipid content which yields a 

good contrast in THz imaging. Tumors contain 

elevated level of protein due to which absorption 

coefficient is high. While lipid has low absorption 

coefficient to THz radiation which produces a 

contrast in image. MR, CT and Fluoroscopy 

imaging is used to determine the boundary of 

tumor, but these techniques cannot be used while 

the surgery to excise tumor. Optical microscopy 

does not produce a proper boundary while surgery 

[11]. Researchers demonstrated that THz imaging 

can determine the boundary in animal brain tumor 

model as shown below.  

 
Figure 4: Image comparison of animal brain tumor model 

using a) MRI b) White light c) Terahertz reflection 

imaging [10].  

 

Hence it has a potential to be used in clinical 

surgery due to accurate distinction of boundary. 

3.1.2. Skin Cancer 

 

THz imaging is useful in dermatology because of its 

sensitivity to water content in different skin 

conditions. It was previously used to study the 

difference between basal cell carcinoma (BCC) and 

normal skin in-vivo. Time domain THz pulsed 

imaging can also be used to find out the depth of the 

underlying diseased tissue. The imaging depth 

depends upon the wavelength of the laser used and 

typically ranges from 200 μm-300 μm. The lateral 

resolution and axial resolution of THz imaging 

system at 3THz is 150 μm and 20 μm which is 

comparable to other imaging techniques. 

 

In-vivo studies of BCC showed good contrast when 

compared with the histology section of the tumor 

imaged. The correlation between the THz imaging 

and Histology section is good enough to use as a 

potential tool to identify the margins and depth of 

skin cancers [14]. 

 

 

3.1.3 Breast Cancer 

 

 

According to American Cancer Society breast 

cancer is one of the most common cancer among 

women. It can be treated easily without 

chemotherapy if detected at the early stages. 

Currently, detection of breast cancer is either by 

physical examination or by Mammography.  

Physical examination is limited by experience of 

the examiner and it is used just for screening breast 

cancer and cannot be used to define the boundaries 

of the tumor [4]. Accuracy of mammography 

decreases with breasts size and density. Since 

mammography uses X-rays, it may induce 

malignancy. 

 

Terahertz Imaging overcomes these limitations and 

is a possible means to detect breast cancer. Breast 

cancer detection was studied in mouse models using 

transmission Terahertz imaging. Cancer cells were 

injected in immunity compromised mice and 

growth of the cancer cells were observed from 

transmission terahertz system. The terahertz system 

had sensitivity to detect cancer volume of 0.05 

mm3. The color bar is defining the maximum 

measured T-ray absorption coefficient of cancer 

cells embedded in fat [3]. 
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Figure 5: In vivo transmission terahertz image of mice  

implanted with cancer cells. Growth of cancer cells in  

red observed from 18-30 days [3]. 

 

 

In-vivo breast cancer study in humans using 

transmission terahertz imaging is challenging 

because tumors are embedded inside fibrous and 

fatty tissue which makes it difficult for the 

Terahertz waves to penetrate through it. Also, the 

glands present in breast have high water content 

which produce a similar contrast to the cancer cells 

[3]. These two reasons limit the use of Terahertz 

imaging for in vivo detection of breast cancer in 

humans. 

 

 

3.2 In vivo spectroscopy 

 

Terahertz imaging can be used for in vivo burn 

imaging. In vivo burn imaging using Terahertz 

imaging was studied on rats. Rat belly was imaged 

using THz imaging system and then it was inflicted 

by ‘+’ shaped burn for 10 seconds. The burn site 

was reimaged every 15-30 mins till 8 hours. There 

is a rush of fluids in the burn site as a result of 

immune response which leads to edema. After 10 

minutes, the region showed presence of water 

throughout the burned area. The unburned area 

reflected THz rays with same intensity as burned 

area. As the time passed it started to localize in the 

burned area and after 7 hours it could be seen that 

the reflectivity of the unburned area was back to 

normal. There is a low reflectivity area at the edges 

of the burned area which shows the hyperhydrated 

zone. 

 

 
Figure 6: In vivo burn image of rat belly using reflection 

Terahertz imaging at different time intervals up to 8 hours 

[18]. 

 

Comparative study between THz and MRI for 

partial thickness burn showed that THz resulted in 

better contrast than MRI [12]. THz spectroscopy 

could be a powerful diagnostic tool for monitoring 

burn healing. 

 

3.3. Ex vivo spectroscopy 

 

Ex vivo spectroscopy is a potential diagnostic tool 

when compared with the conventional method 

histology. THz light can differentiate ex vivo 

cancerous breast tissue from a healthy tissue 

because of different absorption coefficient due to 

water content present in the tissue or cell densities. 

It is highly sensitive and produces a good contrast 

between diseased and healthy tissue. The contrast 

was studied by scientist who imaged dehydrated 

breast cancer slides using THz. The samples with 

carcinoma had greater reflected amplitude of THz 

as compared to fatty and fibrous tissue. Cell density 

of the samples was observed using low-power 

pathology photos. The carcinoma region had 

greater cell density which may be the reason for the 

contrast. They also compared the transmission 

mode and reflection mode of THZ imaging for 

characterization of breast cancer slides. It was 

found that transmission mode of Terahertz is less 

sensitive to phase change as compared to reflection 

which is more sensitive to phase change. This 

makes it difficult to accurately measure the 

absorption coefficient of fatty tissue. However, 

samples with high water content have high 

absorption which makes reflection mode favorable 
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as transmitted wave will be absorbed completely in 

these samples. They reported that in a transmission 

setup, the extraction of THz parameters is less 

sensitive to phase variation, so the calculation 

results are more robust whereas in the reflection 

setup, obtaining an accurate measure of absorption 

coefficient of fatty tissue is difficult because it is 

very sensitive to phase error and the flatness of the 

imaging window. However, reflection mode is 

more favorable for measuring samples with high 

absorption, which is true of many tissues, both 

excised and in vivo, due to the high-water content. 

 

3.4 Dental Imaging 

 

 THz imaging for tooth has been investigated for 

more than a decade. It is a viable option for in-vivo 

imaging of dental carries. Carries occur due to loss 

of minerals from enamel and this causes a change 

in refractive index within the enamel. This means a 

small lesion which cannot be detected by eyes, can 

be detected. Information about the surface features 

using the reflection geometry THz from the outer 

layer of enamel can be obtained. It can be used for 

early detection of caries and to monitor erosion of 

enamel at the surface of tooth. Terahertz imaging is 

nonionizing and produces higher contrast unlike 

Xray which is ionizing and low contrast of caries. It 

can detect caries at early stages in the enamel layer 

of the teeth and monitoring of early erosion of 

enamel at the surface of the tooth [11]. Terahertz 

imaging offers a non-invasive non-ionizing 

alternative to x-rays and additionally provides 

higher contrast in clinical diagnosis. 

 
Figure 7: Detection of dental caries using Terahertz Pulse 

Imaging [11].  

4. Limitations of THz Imaging. 
 

The reason why THz Imaging is in infancy stage is 

due to low penetration depth, resolution and image 

acquisition. X ray and ultrasound waves have 

greater penetration depth as compared to Terahertz 

radiation. Absorption of THz radiation by water and 

other polar liquids limits the sensing and imaging in 

water rich samples and prohibits transmission mode 

of imaging through thick skin. 

Spatial resolution of Terahertz imaging is limited 

by the wavelength which ranges from 1μm to 3 μm, 

which is not detailed enough for many medical 

applications. However, this can be overcome by 

near field imaging. In this the sample to be imaged 

is placed close to the aperture, a spatial resolution 

of a fraction of a wavelength can be achieved. The 

drawback of near field imaging technique is the 

proximity in which the sample must be placed less 

than 1mm for frequency of 300GHz from aperture 

which is not feasible for reflection mode of THz 

imaging. 

The acquisition speed of THz image is a slow 

process. This is because, the image acquisition 

requires to move the detector in raster pattern. The 

image is acquired by moving the detector in a raster 

pattern. Alternately, array of detectors can be used 

but it decreases the signal to noise ratio. As an 

alternative to this the THz radiation can be shaped 

into a beam that covers the whole sample at once 

and an array of detector is used. However, this 

affects the signal to noise ratio [8]. 

 

 

5.Effects of THz Radiation. 

 

 
THz waves can have thermal effects and non-

thermal effects on biological organisms. Low 

energy level of THz waves overlaps of their 

vibration and rotational levels with biologic 

macromolecules demonstrate its possible 

application in the field of medical imaging. Like 

other bands of the electromagnetic spectrum, the 

biological effects of THz waves can be divided into 

thermal effects and non-thermal effects. Because of 

the low energy of THz waves and the overlap of 

their vibration and rotational levels with biological 

macromolecules, the nonthermal biological effects 

of THz radiation may demonstrate unique features 

and application prospects [17]. 

 

Thermal effects of THz were studied by exposing 

Jurkat Cell (Human T Lymphocyte) to THz waves 

of 2.52THz frequency continuously up to 40 
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minutes. Only 20% of cells survived till 40 minutes, 

rest of the cells underwent apoptosis. Cell viability 

was affected when cellular temperature was 

increased by 3°C and expression of heat shock 

proteins and DNA damage markers tend to increase 

when exposed to THz radiation. The levels of heat 

shock proteins were found to be equal in the cell 

exposed to THz waves for 40 mins and the cells 

which were exposed to high temperature. This 

suggests that THz radiation had thermal effect on 

the human cells when exposed for long time [16]. 

 

 Non-thermal effects of THz waves were studied on 

keratinocytes and neurons. There was no change in 

heat shock proteins on exposing the cells to 0.14 

THz wave for 80ns. Morphological changes of 

sensory neurons was observed in a power and 

wavelength dependent manner [17]. THz waves did 

not any effect on cell differentiation and viability of 

these cells. 

 

Studies on epithelial cells, embryonic stem cells and 

even chromosomes had no effect on morphology, 

adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation on 

exposure to THz wave. 

 

6. Conclusion 
 

Terahertz imaging is a valuable technique with 

great potential in the medical field. It has many 

advantages over other imaging modalities yet due 

to the limitations of THz wave and lack of a proper 

THz system has prevented the growth of this field. 

 

Currently, its application is limited to skin and 

mouth using endoscope or otoscope but, in the 

future, it will be used for real time imaging for 

determining the boundaries of tumor or cancer 

while surgery. 

 

Safety concerns of using Terahertz radiation is 

considered the most dominant effect is thermal 

effect which depends on the intensity of Terahertz 

waves. This thermal effect is significant only if 

exposed for a long time and is negligible in 

Terahertz pulse imaging system [13]. 

However, the biological effects of Terahertz 

radiation were studied on monkey and rabbit 

tissues. Comprehensive study of effects on human 

tissue for future applications of Terahertz imaging 

systems is necessary. 
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POLYCYSTIC KIDNEY DISEASE (PKD): THE ROLL OF IMAGING IN 

DIAGNOSTIC AND CLASSIFICATION 
Tarek Safieh 
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Abstract 

Polycystic kidney disease (PKD) is characterized by the formation of renal cysts in the kidneys. The 

two major types are autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) and autosomal 

recessive polycystic kidney disease (ARPKD), which play a big role in causing end-stage renal 

disease (ESRD) in children and adults. Certain tests detect the number and size of the cysts which 

can be used as one of the diagnostic tools. In this research high-resolution ultrasound, MRI, and 

CT scan are compared. Conventional ultrasound is currently limited by reduced diagnostic 

sensitivity, especially in patients younger than 30 years of age who are at high risk factor. Lately, 

MRI has had many impacts on trials in measuring the total kidney volume (TKV) to predict PKD 

progression. In comparison of MRI and CT scans for this disease, MRI is superior to CT in terms 

of classification and measurements because it eliminates the radiation exposure caused by CT as 

well as defining the cystic regions with no need of contrast agent administration. The study will 

show that patient with ADPKD that are evaluated by MR measures of renal and cyst volume have 

the most accurate and reliable measurements. 

Keywords: Polycystic kidney disease, Autosomal recessive polycystic kidney disease, High  

 resolution Ultrasound, Total kidney volume, MRI, CT scan, Cysts 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Polycystic kidney disease (PKD) is characterized by 

the formation of renal cysts in the kidney. Autosomal 

dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) is the 

most common inherited kidney disease and cover 

around 7-10% of patients on dialysis worldwide [6]. 

The polycystin-1 PKD1 protein is a large receptor-like 

protein, while polycystin-2 is a possible transient 

receptor vector [3]. ADPKD is the fourth cause of 

renal replacement therapy (RRT). The disease has 

been reported in the last 500 years, however, it is still 

untreatable and poorly understood in terms of 

pathogenesis approach. The rate of ADPKD vary 

widely between countries, rating from 4.8 in Japan to 

7.9 in USA and from 3.9 to 15.3 in Europe, cases in 

million population per year [6].  In the past decade, the 

treatment and prognosis have been improved 

significantly in the effort of the advanced research. 

These cysts are noncancerous sacs containing water-

like fluid that cause the kidney to enlarge and lose its 

function over time. Extreme cases of this disease will 

most likely end with an end stage renal disease 

(ESRD). ADPKD is still considered untreatable, 

proceeding persistently towards end-stage renal 

disease [6]. Polycystic kidney disease can also cause 

cysts to grow in different parts of the body like the 

liver and pancreas. 
 

 

2. Causes and Complications 
 

The disease is mainly caused by an abnormal gene 

inherited from the parents. The membrane-associated 

protein displays a tissue-specific pattern of expression 

and tends to be controlled by growth.  However, in rare 

cases, it could be caused by a genetic mutation [2]. The 

two main types of polycystic kidney disease are 

Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease 

(ADPKD) and Autosomal recessive polycystic kidney 

disease (ARPKD). Many complications that are 

associated with PKD such as kidney failure, high 

blood pressure, growth of cysts in the liver, and more. 

 

3. ADPKD Histology and Causes 
 

ADPKD is caused by mutation in PKD1 which is 

responsible for 85% of cases, and PKD2 which is 

responsible for 15% of cases [2]. These proteins 

deranged activity contributes to over proliferation of 

tubular epithelial cells, decreased intratubular fluid 

secretion, and altered association between basement 

membrane and extracellular matrix [2]. 

All these modifications lead to growth of cysts. Figure 

1 is a flow chart of the process of developing ADPKD 

from the PKD1 and PKD2. 

Typical focal segmental glomerulosclerosis (FSGS) 

and remarkable glomerular cyst formation. 

Glomerular cysts produced by tubular obstruction due 

to misdirected filtrate distributed alongside proximal 

nephron tubules in patients with FSGS [5]. 
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Glomerular cyst development may have been a 

characteristic of worsening FSGS. Therefore, 

glomerular cysts are usually seen in patients with 

ADPKD. The PKD researchers ' Consortium for 

Radiological Imaging Research (CRISP) found that 

the higher the total volume of the kidneys corrected for 

height, the quicker the predicted GFR declines [5]. 
 

 
Figure 1. Flowchart illustrates the pathogenesis of the two 

autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease types.  
 

4. Ultrasound in ADPKD 

Ultrasound is the initial imaging method of choice for 

the diagnosis of ADPKD in most patients due 

primarily to cost, radiation level and contrast 

exposure. ADPKD's disease penetration is high and 

ultrasound provides 99 percent sensitivity and 95 

percent specificity by age 30 [1]. 

At ADPKD ultrasound study the kidneys appears 

smoothly enlarged and diffusely echogenic, this 

appearance is most likely caused by the many 

interfaces between the radially arrayed dilated ducts 

and the ultrasound beam [4]. Here there is a lack of 

corticomedular distinction, although at the periphery 

there may be a thin margin of hypoechoic parenchyma 

assumed to be compact cortex [4]. Ultrasound-based 

kidney volume measurements are measured using 

modified ellipsoid formula-based parameters.  

 

     Kidney volume 

= Length × width × thickness × π/6 – (1) [4]. 

Although ultrasonography is important for the 

screening and diagnosis of ADPKD, its measurement 

uncertainty makes it a less favored tool for tracking 

disease progression. Nevertheless, the retrospective 

evaluation of disease progression in ADPKD using 

ultrasound in many adults and children with ADPKD 

has been effective over a long period of time [1]. 

5. Ultrasound vs MRI Case 

126 subjects ages 16-40 years born with 50% risk of 

ADPKD were tested [6]. The scans were performed by 

using L6- and C3.5 MHz or C2-5- and L4-8 MHz 

probes for ultrasound cyst detection. The cysts were in 

size between 2-3 mm in diameter and smooth back 

wall. In contrast, standardized respiratory-triggered, 

T2-weighted, axial, fat-suppressed fast-spin echo 

sequence without gadolinium on a 1.5 T scanner for 

MRI. The cysts in this method were describe sharply 

differentiated lesion from surrounding parenchyma 

with a smooth margin of at least two voxels with 

almost the same size that was detected by US 2.6 mm 

in width. Figure 3 shows a comparison between 

ultrasound and MRI for renal cyst around 2.5 in size 

[6]. Even though US is the first clinical diagnostic 

technique, the MRI more practical tool to rule out 

ADPKD. When 10 or more renal cysts are found, it is 

enough to diagnose with ADPKD. If five or less renal 

cysts are found, the subject can be considered for 

disease exclusion. For the HR US scanner to deliver 

the best results, reporting should be standardized 

between centers for the most accurate readings. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. shows a small cortical renal cyst (approximately 

2.5 mm) denoted by arrows in A (HR US) and B (MRI) [1]. 
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6. CT Scan in ADPKD 

 
At unenhanced computed tomography (CT) in 

ADPKD patients, the kidneys are usually flat, bloated 

and attenuated low, possibly representing the large 

volume of fluid in the dilated ducts [4]. The kidneys 

also show a striated pattern of contrast media excretion 

at excretory urography and CT when intravenous 

administration of contrast material is used. These 

striated natures of the dilated tubules reflect the 

deposition of contrast content [4]. In some cases, as in 

Budd-Chiari syndrome. a complication of liver cysts 

in ADPKD patient. A 59-year-old woman was 

diagnosed with ADPKD and hypertension at age 37 

[8]. The same patient was admitted to the hospital 14 

years later. Many lab work and imaging testing were 

done. The CT scan of the abdomen revealed multiple 

cysts covering almost the entire hepatic and renal 

parenchyma as shown in fig 4 [8]. The Doppler 

ultrasound showed stenosis of the inferior vena cave, 

with loss of the morphology of the triphasic waves in 

the liver superior veins. On the inferior side of the vena 

cava the stenosis compression was caused by the 

multiple cysts. That was confirmed by performing 

inferior vena cavography and hepatic venography by 

puncture of the femoral vein. From all the tests 

performed on the patient, the corresponding between 

each technique to the second is very important. That 

mean focusing on one single technique is not ideal and 

MRI, CT scan, US are all complementary to each other 

and can be use in such cases. CT scanning has 

comparable coefficients of accuracy and reliability to 

MRI and can be obtained much more easily than MRI. 

For examining complex renal cysts and 

nephrolithiasis, CT is also safer than ultrasound. 

Nevertheless, CT's drawbacks include ionizing 

radiation and toxicity and the use of contrast agents 

that are nephrotoxic [1]. 

 

 
Figure 3. CT scan of the abdominal and pelvic for a patient 

with hepatic and kidney polycystic disease [8]. 

7. Conclusion 

 
Imaging plays a major role in the treatment and control 

of autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease, 

complication identification, and disease progression or 

response assessment [2]. Autosomal dominant 

polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) is characterized 

in cross-sectional imaging by the enlargement of both 

kidneys by numerous cysts of varying sizes. Renal 

imaging is important for diagnostic and monitoring 

disease progression in ADPKD.  Most patients with 

ADPKD develop renal cysts by the age of 30 years. 

The cysts are distributed diffusely across both kidneys, 

most of which have a diameter of 3 cm or more [2]. In 

cross-sectional imaging, cyst-associated 

complications such as infection, hemorrhage, and 

rarely cyst rupture can also be identified. In this 

research, MRI, CT scan, and ultrasound were 

compared in ADPKD diagnostic. The three imaging 

techniques are used to detect renal cysts; CT and MRI 

demonstrate better resolution and higher sensitivity for 

detecting renal cysts less than one centimeter in 

diameter. However, due primarily to cost, level of 

radiation and contrast exposure, ultrasound is the 

initial imaging modality of choice for diagnosing 

ADPKD in most patients [1]. In conclusion, 

Ultrasound currently provides the most cost-effective 

and reliable diagnostic approach for at risk people with 

ADPKD. However, in order to monitor the 

progression of disease over short periods of time, more 

accurate and reliable measures of total kidney volume 

such as MRI play a better roll in imaging approaches. 

non-cystic renal parenchyma utilizing CT could also 

improve the identification of ADPKD individuals at 

greater risk for progression to ESRD. 
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EVALUATING THE USE OF IMAGING TECHNIQUES IN VIRTUAL 

AUTOPSY FOR FORENSIC STUDIES 
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Abstract 

Autopsy or evaluation of a body post-mortem is the most efficient way of identifying the cause of 

death. However, as of 2016, the rate of autopsies performed in academic hospitals in the United 

States hovered at around 10%. This is mainly because families refuse an autopsy for several reasons 

including religious or superstitious beliefs and fear of mutilation of organs of the deceased. Several 

methods like computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging (CT and MRI) are being used 

more and more as part of scientific research in the field of forensics.  Virtopsy, otherwise termed as 

virtual autopsy uses different imaging techniques and can provide a complete three-dimensional 

view of the inside and the outside of the body, along with all the required information like the depth 

of the wound and others that cannot be found using conventional autopsy without being destructive. 

Virtopsy implements modern imaging techniques into forensic sciences and aids by offering 

alternative methods to the existing ones. This paper aims to discuss some of the key points of virtopsy 

including its applications in forensics, major limitations, and future scope. 

 

Keywords: virtopsy, virtual autopsy, magnetic resonance imaging, imaging techniques, forensics 

 

1. Introduction 

 

 

Autopsy has its origin as far back as 5000 years, in 

ancient Greece, Egypt and Babylon [12]. Autopsy is 

the conventional method that has been used to perform 

postmortem investigations. In deceased persons, the 

main objective is to analyze the cause of death, the 

organ affected, the depth of the wound, and manner of 

death along with the development of a forensic 

reconstruction with the findings. 

Though invented several thousand years ago, the same 

method of autopsy is being used. A major problem to 

this conventional method of performing autopsies is 

that most families refuse an autopsy due to one of 

several reasons: religious and superstitious beliefs and 

fear of mutilation of the organs of the deceased. As of 

2016, the rate of autopsies performed in academic 

hospitals in the United States hovered at around 10% 

because of the reasons stated above [13]. 

 However, in some fields like forensic technology, 

there has been rapid advancement and growth in the 

procedures performed and technologies used. Virtopsy 

is one such development. 

Virtopsy, or ‘virtual autopsy’ is extremely 

advantageous as it does not involve any dissection of 

any body cavity or of the organs of the body. Using 

several imaging techniques, the three-dimensional 

image of the body, the dimension and position of the 

wounds, and other vital information can be 

documented without the use of a scalpel unlike 

traditional autopsy [1]. 

Virtopsy was developed by Richard Dirnhofer, 

the former director of forensic medicine of the 

University of Bern, Switzerland. Thali, the 

forensic pathologist and project manager for 

Virtopsy states, “If you are doing an autopsy, you 

are always destroying the 3D geometry of the 

body. Using this cross-section imaging technique, 

it is possible to document the same findings in a 

non-invasive way” [2]. 

 

2. Autopsy vs Virtopsy 

 
There has been a growing need for a replacement 

of autopsy by more efficient, non-invasive 

techniques. Any imaging techniques that can be 

used in postmortem investigative studies will, 

most likely, be universally accepted. Virtopsy is 

one huge step towards that end. 

Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) are used extensively in 

forensics to analyze the many questions that 

autopsy generally answers.  

The “Virtopsy Project” of the Institutes of 

Forensic Medicine, Diagnostic Radiology, and 

Neurology at the University of Bern, Switzerland 

attempts to achieve observer-independent 

documentation of the body surface combined with 

observer-independent documentation of the 

interior of the body (Figure 1) [4]. 
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Figure 1. The Virtopsy project, in which forensic information is obtained using various radiological imaging techniques [16]. 

 

Table 1. A comparative analysis of the findings from autopsy and virtopsy through PMCT [16]. 

 

 
 

 

The aim of the “Virtopsy project” is to validate this 

new method of documentation by systemically 

comparing the radiological and surface scanning 

findings with the results of conventional autopsy. 

 

3. CT 

 
Based on the thickness of the slice and the volume of 

the area to be covered, CT has been found to be 

extensively useful in analyzing two-dimensional and 

three-dimensional documentation of the following: 

• Fractures 

• Gross tissue injury 

• Disease causing gas conditions 

CT is also an excellent tool to visualize bullet tracks. 

Understanding the entry and exit wounds can come a 

long way in assisting judgements in court trials. These 

wounds can be determined based on the characteristic 

fracture pattern of the bone.  

In a sample case, studied for the benefit of this paper, 

CT was performed on a multisection of four– or six– 

detector row scanners. In the study, whole-body scans 

were executed with a collimation of 1 or 1.25 mm. Up 

to 1200 axial images were obtained, with a section 

thickness of 1.25 mm and an increment of 0.7 mm in 

soft-tissue and osseous kernels. For areas of special 
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forensic importance, like special fracture systems, 

teeth, and foreign bodies, additional raw data were 

acquired with a collimation of 0.5 mm and 0.625-mm-

thick sections were calculated. Acquisition time was 

approximately 10 minutes [5]. 

4. MRI 

 
In a soft tissue injury, a non-traumatic pathology or a 

neurological and non-neurological organ trauma, MRI 

is the better imaging tool that can be used because it 

has higher sensitivity, greater specificity, and better 

accuracy. Currently, there has been evidence of using 

MRI to study child abuse victims, confirming the 

sensitivity of MRI for shearing injuries [14]. If these 

studies can be converted to a postmortem study, then 

there is a great scope for a non-invasive study of 

visceral tissue damage like cardiac or pulmonary 

diseases. 

MRI can also be used to study the bullet tracks by 

determining the entry and exit wounds in not just 

bones, but also in soft tissues. 

The following case was studied, where MR imaging of 

the head, thorax, and abdomen was performed on a 

1.5-T system, and further areas of interest (e.g., the 

neck in cases of strangulation, extremities when 

injured) were added. Coronal, sagittal, and axial 

images with different contrast weighting (T1-weighted 

spin-echo and T2-weighted fast spin-echo sequences 

with and without fat saturation, turbo inversion 

recovery sequences and gradient-echo sequences) 

were acquired. Occasionally, when cardiac findings 

were expected or observed on axial images, short-axis, 

horizontal long-axis, and vertical long-axis images 

were acquired. Acquisition time ranged from 1.5 to 3.5 

hours [6]. 

 
Figure 2. Corpse identification with CT- Oblique VR bone 

imaging obtained from a completely burnt corpse, showing 

a helical wire in the left humerus [15]. 

5. Cause and Manner of Death 

 

a. Brain 
Most cases of death where the brain was the fatal 

organ involved increased intracranial pressure. If 

there was a pathological finding related to an 

increased intracranial pressure, imaging techniques 

like CT or MRI can be used to analyze them and 

report the cause of death in forensic studies. 

 

b.    Heart 

Putrefaction is a post-mortem alteration that can 

cause difficulties in conventional autopsy and 

virtopsy. However, it is extremely important to be 

able to differentiate from other kind of 

physiological damages to complete a forensic 

study. Using imaging techniques, it is possible to 

identify the cause of putrefaction as the formation 

of gases. In the heart, small gas bubbles can 

initially be observed via CT and these 

intraventricular bubbles can be seen on an MRI on 

low signal as well. Targeted angiography, rather 

than a generalized whole-body angiography, 

could soon become the method of choice for post-

mortem analysis due to its quick imaging, 

affordability, and simplicity compared to the 

invasive autopsy techniques Figure 4. 

 

Figure 3. Comparison between virtopsy and autopsy of 

a image of a case where increased intracranial pressure 

is the cause of death. (a) MR image shows the 

herniation of the basilar parts of the cerebellum into the 

foramen magnum. (b) Autopsy shows the cerebellum 

with swelling of tonsils (shown by the solid arrows) and 

a pressure mark caused by the foramen magnum 

(shown by the dotted arrows) [15].
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               c.  Lungs 

 

To determine the cause of death, postmortem 

studies can access the lungs. For example, 

pneumothoraxes can easily be visualized 

using imaging techniques like CT. 

Pulmonary edema, which is commonly 

observed in several toxicological cases, can 

be determined using ground-glass attenuation 

with CT or with an increased signal 

attenuation in MRI as seen in Figure 5. 
 

 

 

 

 

. 

 

             

 

 

             

 

          

Figure 4. Cardiac trauma (stab wound to the heart). Image on left: MR image through the cardiac apex shows a 

myocardial injury (solid white arrow). Subsequent pericardial tamponade manifests as sedimented cellular components 

(dashed white arrows) with medium signal intensity and an upper layer of serum (black arrows) with increased signal 

intensity. Image on right: Photograph of the corresponding autopsy specimen demonstrates transmural laceration of the 

left ventricle in the apical region (arrow) [15]. 

                 

Figure 5: Pulmonary edema. Image on left: MR image of the thorax shows a global increase in signal intensity throughout 

the lungs caused by an increased fraction of intrapulmonary water. Image on right: Photograph of the corresponding 

autopsy specimen shows the loss of tissue water after sectioning. Note the accumulation of the drained edema (arrows) 

surrounding the thumbs of the forensic pathologist [15].
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5. Vitality of Sustained Injuries 

 
Vital studies help elucidate the sequence of 

injuries and death for forensic investigations. The 

question of if the victim was alive or dead during 

a incident can hold crucial information with 

regards to the forensic investigative studies. 

 

a. Trauma 
Ongoing ventilation after trauma is revealed 

by aspirated material – blood or gastric 

content. Similarly, soft tissue emphysema 

reveals blunt trauma. Soft tissue 

emphysema, after palpation, cannot be 

observed in an autopsy because, once the 

overlying skin is incised, the air will 

disappear. Active swallowing of foreign 

particles can help in demonstrating if the 

victim was alive during the time of the 

incident. 

 

b. Hanging 
There are several possibilities where a 

suicide is simulated to cover up a homicide. 

So forensic scientists’ study vital reactions 

to exclude this. Bleeding into the insertions 

of the sternocleidomastoid muscle or soft-

tissue structures of the neck prove that 

circulation was ongoing at the onset of 

strangulation, and strong breathing attempts 

against the occluded airways cause alveolar 

ruptures with subsequent 

pneumomediastinum and soft-tissue 

emphysema ascending into the neck [7]. 

 

6. Advantages  

 
• Virtopsy is effective in studying wounds 

and the wounds can be matched with the 

probable weapon used in the murder. 

• Virtopsy is a non-invasive, that is, no 

scalpel is used in the postmortem study 

and so there is no tissue damage of the 

body of the deceased. 

• There is no mutilation of any organ of 

the body, unlike autopsy. So, even after 

virtopsy, a conventional autopsy can be 

performed on the body. 

 

 

• Virtopsy is less time consuming as the 

body can be released immediately after 

scanning. 

• Relatives of the deceased prefer virtopsy 

as no religious or superstitious beliefs 

are disturbed. 

 

 

7. Disadvantages  
 

• There is not enough database to compare 

autopsy and virtopsy. 

• There are some pathological conditions 

that can be identified only with autopsy 

as there has not been enough 

advancements in imaging for some 

conditions yet. 

• Infection status cannot be given. 

• It can be difficult to distinguish between 

the antemortem and postmortem 

wounds. 

• Small tissue injuries can be missed. 

 

 

 

8. Real Data Based Forensic 

Reconstruction of Images 

 
With CT data, it is possible to reconstruct images 

to understand the exact scenario during the 

incidence of the injury in the body. This enables 

easier investigation as the real image can be 

compared with reconstructed animation from the 

CT developed reconstruction images. The 

possession of such data fusion helps in answering 

several questions with regard to dynamic 

development of patterned injuries and to evaluate 

their match ability and link ability to the suspected 

instrument that caused the injury, even several 

years after the injury. 

Figure 6 shows real data-based reconstruction of 

a case where a pedestrian was hit by a car. This 

data combined with data at hand helped in 

deducing that the pedestrian was on his knee when 

the incident happened. 
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Figure 6: (a) Three-dimensional CT images show how information about joints can be used to define movable extremity 

models with surface details. (b) Image illustrates how correlation of the 3D surface image of the car (including the damage to 

the car) with the injuries of the victim allows forensic reconstruction of the accident [17].

    9.  Conclusions                                                             

 

 
From the review, it can be stated that imaging 

techniques are extremely beneficial tools in 

forensic science. Their main advantage being that 

they can freeze any data from the time of the 

incident without causing any kind of damage to 

the body of the deceased. Non-destructive 

techniques are extremely important for the 

following two reasons: 

• First, they bring information without 

precluding any other conservative or 

destructive forensic investigation.  

• Second, they can be used in cultures and 

situations where autopsy is not tolerated 

by religion or rejected by family 

members.  

Virtopsy or ‘virtual autopsy’ is an excellent 

technique that can remove several existing issues 

with current methods, but it still has a long way to 

go before it can entirely replace the autopsy. 

Hopefully, soon, non-invasive imaging 

techniques will be used by forensic surgeons to 

investigate and present cases in courts of justice. 
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            Abstract 
 

In recent years, due to the development of science and technology and the gradual 

improvement of medical level, MRI whole-body diffusion imaging equipment and related 

technologies in clinical medicine have achieved rapid development and progress. The 

images provided by diffusion weighted MRI have different tissue contrast conventional MRI 

and can promote patients to complete the scanning of various parts of the body, including 

pelvis, abdomen, chest, etc. under the condition of free breathing, and can obtain high-

resolution, high signal-to-noise ratio images, and can be used for the location, scope, size, 

shape, etc. of lesions. DWI assesses the micro-movement of tissue water molecules, which 

is thought to reflect the lesion’s cellular structure and membrane integrity. The DWI of 

malignant breast lesions is characterized by high fiber density and limited diffusion of water 

molecules, which helps to distinguish it from benign breast lesions. Advances in DWI 

acquisition and modeling methods have helped improve image quality and extract 

additional biological information from breast DWI scans, which may extend diagnostic and 

prognostic value. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to assess the diagnostic value of 

DWI in breast cancer. This review article provides insights in to the evolution of DWI as a 

new imaging paradigm and provides a summary of current role of DWI in various disease 

processes. 

 
Keywords: Diffusion weighted imaging, Breast cancer, Diagnosis, Breast lesions 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 
 
About 60 - 70% of the human body is composed of 

water. Diffusion is a random Brownian motion driven 

by heat energy. In a complex human environment, 

water is divided between cells and extracellular 

compartments. Different tissues of the human body 

have unique cell structure and the proportion of inner 

and outer cells [1]. Therefore, it has special diffusion 

characteristics. The relative distribution of water 

between these chambers is affected by the pathological 

process. For example, in high-grade malignant tumors 

and acute infarction tissues, the proportion of cells 

increases, so the diffusion is relatively limited. 

Diffusion weighted imaging provides qualitative and 

quantitative information about diffusion 

characteristics. Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) 

has been at the forefront of cancer imaging since the 

beginning of 2000 [2]. A large number of DWI studies 

show that the diffusion characteristics of breast 

malignant lesions have changed compared with 

normal fibrous glands. Moreover, DWI is a short scan  

 
 
 

 

available on most commercial MR scanners that does 

not require any exogenous contrast and can be easily 

added to clinical breast MRI protocols. 

Complementary information about the 

microenvironment and the relative ease of 

implementation make DWI an interesting imaging tool 

to improve the diagnosis and understand the 

characteristics of breast cancer. 

 

2. Breast DWI Basics 
 
 

DWI is used to detect diffusion characteristics in MR 

image acquisition using motion sensitive gradients. 

The strength of the resulting diffusion weighted MRI 

signal is directly proportional to the water mobility, 

which is usually described by a single exponential 

equation: 

SD=S0e
-b·ADC

 (1) 
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where SD is the signal intensity with diffusion 

weighting, S0 is the signal intensity without diffusion 

weighting, b is the b-value determined by the strength 

and timing of the applied diffusion gradients (s/mm
2
), 

and ADC is the apparent diffusion coefficient [3], 

which describes the rate of diffusion (mm
2
/s). 

 
Due to the hindered restricted diffusion and 

proliferation of cells, breast cancer usually shows 

DWI high signal, ADC is lower than normal breast 

parenchyma (Fig. 1). 

 

It is very important for doctors to accurately estimate 

the extent of tumor cell involvement and lymph node 

metastasis in the process of choosing the appropriate 

breast cancer operation plan. It is reported that the 

survival time and recurrence rate of tumor metastasis 

and other prognosis related indexes of patients with 

positive margin of focus are much worse than those of 

patients with a negative margin. While breast lesions 

tend to be most visible on the diffusion-weighted 

images, such images have confounding T2-shine 

effects and therefore most clinical applications rely on 

quantitative ADC measures for lesion 

characterization. 

 

3. Clinical Applications 
 
 

DWI is widely used in breast imaging as an auxiliary 

diagnostic tool of DCE-MRI to distinguish benign 

and malignant lesions. DWI provides a painless, 

convenient and effective examination method, which 

reveals the internal changes of the tumor at the 

molecular level, obviously earlier than the 

morphological changes. In the early stage of 

chemotherapy, some tumor cells are induced to 

necrosis, the cell membrane, and its relatively normal 

biological environment is restored, the ability of 

water diffusion inside and outside the cells is 

significantly enhanced compared with before, and 

then the ADC value is increased. However, the 

common indicators for daily measurement of 

therapeutic effects, such as tumor volume or shape, 

can only be displayed after the necrotic substance is 

absorbed and removed for a long time. Some 

researchers confirmed through animal experiments 

that DWI can monitor the early changes of breast 

cancer after treatment, and it is hopeful to become a 

new evaluation technology instead of the 

measurement of tumor size [reference]. Many 

previous studies have shown breast malignancies 

have significantly lower ADC values than benign 

lesions. Pickles [5] et al. studied 10 patients with 

breast cancer undergoing neoadjuvant chemotherapy 

before and after treatment. The ADC values before 

and after treatment were (1.00 ± 0.00) × 10-3 mm2/s, 

the average value after one cycle of chemotherapy  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Example breast DWI images obtained in a 37-year-

old woman with invasive breast cancer. Shown are 

corresponding images from (A) post-contrast T1-weighted 

image, (B) DWI S0 with b = 0 s/mm
2
, (C) DWI SD with b 

= 1000 s/mm
2
, (D) apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) 

map. Invasive carcinoma (arrow) exhibits reduced difusivity 

on DWI, appearing hyperintense on the SD image and 

hypointense on the ADC map. [4] 

=  

was (1.14 ± 0.09) × 10 -3 mm2/s and rose to (1.27 ± 

0.17) × 10-3 mm2/s after two cycles of chemotherapy. 

Some studies have shown that the ADC value after 

treatment is higher than that before treatment after 

DWI examination for tumor patients with 

neoadjuvant chemotherapy. However, there is no 

significant change in the ADC value before and after 

treatment for some pathological types of tumors that 

are not sensitive to chemotherapy, and the decrease of 

ADC value cannot be excluded. The above 

conclusion can be explained by cell death and cell 

density of drug-sensitive tumors due to the action of 

drugs which give the water molecules more space to  
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while the tumor of drug-resistant or ineffective 

treatment not only does not shrink but also increases 

the cell density, to reduce the ADC value. Theimann 

RJ [6] et al. found an obvious change 4 days after the 

start of chemotherapy, and the most significant 

change occurred at 11 days. 

 

At present, DWI has been used to study the ADC value 

of brain cancer, nasopharyngeal carcinoma NPC) [7] 

and Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) [8] in different 

periods after radiotherapy, but there are few reports on 

the evaluation of ADC value of breast cancer in 

different periods by DWI. This is related to the fact 

that most breast cancer patients go to breast surgery 

for surgical treatment, and the tumor has disappeared 

after preventive radiotherapy. But DWI still has an 

important application value for breast cancer patients 

who are unwilling to accept surgery, lose the 

opportunity of surgery or release after surgery. 

According to the principle of DWI imaging and the 

basis of pathophysiology, whether the ADC value of 

breast cancer lesions changes earlier than the change 

of its morphological volume, and whether ADC value 

measurement can be used as a means to judge the 

efficacy of breast cancer radiotherapy will have great 

scientific research value and development potential. 

At the same time, DWI may play a unique role in the 

evaluation and prediction of adverse reactions caused  

by radiotherapy because of the morphological changes 

of normal tissues and focus tissues, such as fibrosis 

and edema. 

 

4. Evaluations and Analysis 
 
 

Although more and more imaging centers include 

DWI in clinical breast MR examination, there are still 

many technical factors and analysis related to image 

acquisition that are considered as successful 

implementation. Image quality can vary greatly, so it 

is necessary to optimize the breast DWI acquisition 

protocol to reduce artifacts and achieve sufficient 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The spatial resolution of 

DWI is poor, and the quality of anatomical images is 

far inferior to that of the enhanced scan. Only by 

combining enhanced images can lesions be accurately 

located and ADC values of lesion tissues be 

measured. Therefore, it cannot be applied to the 

diagnosis of breast diseases alone at present. In MRI 

diffusion imaging, ADC value error is inevitable, such 

as interference caused by gland hyperplasia, and 

overlap of ADC values measured by different 

pathological types, poor spatial resolution of DWI 

images, a magnetic sensitive artifact caused by blood 

perfusion, etc. Data analysis methods including post-

processing, ADC calculation, and region of interest 

(ROI) can also directly affect ADC measurement. 

Image registration can be used to correct patient’s 

motion and sensitive and eddy current related EPI 

distortion before ADC calculation. In the calculation  

 

 

 

of ADC, an appropriate noise threshold should be used 

to reduce the false value of fat tissue signal when it is 

suppressed [9]. According to ROI selection methods 

(Fig. 2), ADC measurement values of lesions were 

significantly different, ranging from small area 

sampling to the whole tumor three-dimensional ROI 

method [10,11]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Illustration of varying tumor ADC measurement 

approaches. Shown are (A) reference T1-weighted 

postcontrast slice, (B) small minimum ADC subregion ROI, 

mean ADC = 0.65 × 10
-3

 mm
2
/s, (C) single slice 2D whole 

tumor ROI, mean ADC = 0.88× 10
-3

 mm
2
/s, (D) 3D whole 

tumor ROI, mean ADC = 1.01 × 10
-3

 mm
2
/s. As shown, 

choice of ROI technique can substantially affect lesion ADC 

measures [6]. 

 

The differences of ADC are most significant in large, 

heterogeneous, and non-mass lesion [9]. Some studies 

have reported that placing a smaller ROI in the low – 

intensity ADC area can reflect the worst pathology in   
in heterogeneous lesions, thus providing better 

differential performance [10, 11]. However, the whole 

tumor measurement may have better reproducibility. 

Semi-automated ROI of improving the efficiency, 

accuracy, and reproducibility of breast lesion ADC 

measure [12]. 

 

5. Advanced DWI Modeling 

 

Although the simple single-compartment mono-

exponential decay model to estimate ADC is by far the 

most common quantitative approach utilized in 

clinical DWI application, more complicated modeling 

techniques are under study to extract more biological 

information from breast DWI scans [13]. One of the 

methods is intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) 

modeling, which fits the DWI signal to a multi-

compartment bi-exponential and surrounding 

substance. [14]. IVIM allows measurement of tissue  
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parameters, including perfusion volume fraction (fp), 

tissue diffusion coefficient (Dt) in the parenchyma, 

and pseudo diffusion coefficient (Dp or D
*
) in the 

microvascular system. Applied to breast cancer, Dt is 

considered a marker of tumor cellularity, fp of blood 

volume, and Dp of blood velocity and vessel 

architecture (Fig. 3) 

[15]. The preliminary studies of IVIM have shown 

that the increase of fp levels in invasive breast cancers 

[16] may reflect angiogenesis related to more 

aggressive disease and therefore may provide 

additional diagnostic and prognostic value [17]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. DWI with intravoxel incoherent (IVIM) 

biexponential modeling of an invasive ductalcar cinomaina 

62-year-old woman. Distinct physiological information is 

obtained by separating the IVIM components. Shown are 

the (A) DWI (b = 800 s/mm
2
) image and maps of the (B) 

tissue diffusion coefficient (Dt), (C) micro-vasculature 

pseudodifusion coefficient (Dp), and (D) perfusion fraction 

(fp) [19]. 

 

 

 

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), another advanced 

technique, is widely used in the field of 

neuroimaging, which is also being investigated for 

application in breast imaging. DTI characterizes both 

the rate (diffusivity) and directionality (anisotropy) of 

water diffusion and it is hypothesized it may provide 

further study of gland tissue (ducts, lobules) and 

micro-architecture. The measurement of DTI 

anisotropy in breast lesions is usually lower than that 

in normal parenchyma, which is considered to reflect 

the loss of gland tissue in the lesions (Fig. 4), which 

is thought to reflect the loss of glandular tissue in the 

lesions, and some studies have also reported lower 

anisotropy values in benign versus malignant lesions 

[18]. 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Example of DTI in a 34-year-old woman with 

invasive ductal carcinoma. Shown are (A) postcontrast 

T1-weighted subtraction image, (B) ADC map, and (C) 

fractional anisotropy (FA) map. The enhancing tumor 

(arrow) exhibits restricted diffusion with reduced ADC 

(ADC = 0.94 × 10-3 mm2/s) and anisotropy (FA = 0.12) 

versus nearby normal parenchyma, suggesting increased 

cell density and loss of structured organization [19]. 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

As more physicians realize the potential value of DWI 

in the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer, and this 

auxiliary MRI technology will be included in the breast 

MRI program. DWI has a special appeal because of its 

short acquisition time, wide availability on most 

commercial MR scanners, and no need to inject 

exogenous contrast agents. However, there is no 

uniform standard for the two most important 

parameters b-value and ADC of DWI. The discussion 

of b-value optimization and the determination of ADC 

threshold for the differentiation of breast lesions with 

different properties have been a hot topic for scholars 

all over the world. 
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DWI is the product of the rapid development of 

molecular imaging technology. Researchers believe 

that DWI is still not reaching its full potential and 

one day it may be able to solve the most complex 

puzzles in breast cancer detection.    
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another major submits a paper, it shall be accepted on a case-by-case basis, depending on the 

quality of the paper and the number of previously submitted papers. To become a member, 
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Author Name 

e-mail  
 

Abstract 
The title should be 14pt, bold, Times New Roman all capitals. The author name must be in 12pt, 

Times New Roman, and email in 11pt Italics Times New Roman  The abstract should be displayed 

in a 10pt, italic, Times New Roman font, justified, single column, with an additional left and right 

indentation of half an  inch from the margin. Limit abstract to 300 words. 

 

Keywords: Template, UIC, Bioengineering, Student, Journal 

 

1. Introduction 
 

This document represents the format for submissions 

to the student journal. The two-column format is 

followed for the body of the article. Text font should 

be 10pt Times New Roman, justified, single-spaced.  

 

A single empty line should separate paragraphs, the 

end and beginning of different sections, and must be 

inserted above and below figures, tables, and 

equations. 

 

2. Example of Numbered Heading 
 

Each heading must be numbered and be in 12 point, 

bold, Times New Roman font, with the first letter of 

all words capitalized except for prepositions and 

conjunctions. 

 

 

Figure 1. Figure captions are to be below the figure in 9pt 

Times New Roman, Justified 

 

2.1 Example of Subheading and Table 
 

Subheading must be in 11pt, bold, Times New 

Roman. Tables should be numbered in the order they 

appear.  

 
Table 1. This table descriptor is 9pt Times New Roman, 

Justified 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 

Row 1 This is Times 

Row 2 New Roman 10pt 

 

3. Equation  
 

Equations should be centered on separate lines with a 

single space above and below. The equation number 

should be indicated in parentheses at the rightmost of 

the last line of the equation. 

 

 E(a-t) = m*a(s-h) + Po+ A(t)o
 * Σ(s)     (1) 

 

4. Page Limit 
 

Maintain a page limit of 5-10 pages for your entire 

submission.  

 

List and number all references in 10-pt Times New 

Roman, single-spaced, at the end of your paper. 

When referenced in the text, enclose the citation 

number in square brackets, for example [1]. For 

multiple references separate using comma(s) [2, 6]. 

Where appropriate, include the name(s) of editors of 

referenced books. Arrange all references in 

alphabetical order of the ‘Last Name’ as 

demonstrated in the examples below.  
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